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University of Tennessee
Law Library Record
No. 13
Sep. 1928 to June 1929

Saturday - Sept. 1 1928
Miss Heiskell in charge.
Monday Sep. 3
Labor Day
Continued on next page.
Tuesday, Sept. 4 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
No visitor but Mr. Armstrong for Law rev. mail. Read History of Supreme Court, Warren.
1:30 - 4:00
E. L. Ogden
Public utility reports 1928 B addressed to Mr. Witham, rec’d + forwarded to Main Lib for
cataloging and return. Mr. B. washing windows. He suggested putting shelf inside window
for Miss H’s plants. E. L. O. said O.K. as far as she was concerned. He says he has a hinged
shelf which he can use + put in a brace underneath. Brought cat. + shelf cards to date for
vols. rec’d during summer. E. L. O. brought new record book - paid for it herself. Will
re-imburse when fine money accumulates. Miss Heiskell before leaving and Mr. Baker
yesterday pointed out necessity for getting cleaning of books attended to.
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Wednesday, Sept. 5, 1928
9 - 12.15

H. H. Turner

1:30 - 4:00
E. L. Ogden
Sent to Main Lib. for cataloging + return Carnegie Foundation for the Adv. of teaching Bul.
21 - Present day law schools in the U.S. and Canada by Reed. Dusted out some of drawers of
desk. I see the linoleum on top has been scrubbed – good work! Man phoned to find out
whether, being a college grad (Ky Univ.) with some law courses could he attend U. of T. and
Neal’s law school both and finish in one year! Told him to call up Dean McDermott. Thought
he’d say impossible. Could not give him address of Neal Law School. Does HHT know who
could give information about it? Measured shelves in students’ rest room + moot court
room + various spaces in library. Haven’t asked Miss Baker about shelving yet and wanted
to be posted about what is here first. Nobody in.
Thursday, Sept. 6. 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
Mr. Isaiah Fowler of K.B.L.A. came.
1:30 - 4:25
[E. L. Ogden]
Mr. Fowler all afternoon. Got Mr. Baker to bring Mr. Witham’s typewriter up + put in CFH’s
desk. Wrote to him + answered letter from Mo. State Lib. re Proc Mo State Bar Ass’n.
Yesterday Miss Bergen phoned that a page in Tenn. State Bar Ass’n Proc.1909 is missing. E.
L. O. offered to type if machine could be had. Mr. W’s not as nice type as Tenn. Law Rev.
machine but that has been taken away. If this is cleaned up, think can do a good enough job.
Truck man came with lots of cards and a 5 drawer section for cat. case. Spread cat. cards,
and transferred to case from desk (1) Biography and portrait indexes (H. H. T. please note);
(2) Subject headings and library procedure (3) “Author list” which is only place list
showing location of each vol. Some cards rather too long to slide easily – perhaps will be
best to copy some of them. Talked to Mr. Baker about estimating weight of waste paper
before disposing of it. Man to see S.W. at 4:05. He stayed till 4:25
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Friday Sept.7, 1928
9 - 12.15
Mr. Carter called.

H. H. Turner

1:30 - 4:30
[E. L. Ogden]
Found man with vacuum cleaner waiting to be admitted. Said he had been here since 1:15.
Worked on cards sent from Main Lib. yesterday. Cleaner worked till 4:30. Will keep his
record on calendar. Miss Baker phoned there was no money for shelves. ELO said some in
the building would do. Miss B. will be down to look over things some afternoon next week.
Man took away glass in broken transom + inspected window cords +c.
Saturday, Sept.8, 1928
9 - 12.15
No one came in

H. H. Turner

Monday Sept.10, 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
J. E. Atkins came and said he had taken over some stock of the K.B.L.A. belonging to Mr.
Robert Young, and that Miss Heiskell had made arrangements for him to begin using library
at once. Called up C. F. H. to ascertain if this were correct and found that it was so. Dean
McDermott telephoned in regard to sending books and typewriter to Mr. Payne. Miss Baker
had already done so. Man came at 9.05 and cleaned books until 12.15.
1:30 - 4:15
E. L. Ogden
Mr. Rochelle cleaning books 1:30 till after E. L. O. left. He has noted time on calendar 1:30 5:45. Expected to stay longer but was notified that a caller was at home. Miss Baker by
phone authorized allowing Mr. Rochelle to continue cleaning on condition no one was to be
admitted to Library by him and E. L. O. locked up when she left. Cards again. A Mr. Miller,
prospective student who had used Lib. when CFH was here came to use Library.
Tuesday, Sept.11, 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
Found Mr. Rochelle here hard at work when library opened.
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1.30 - 4.30
E. L. Ogden
Asked Main Lib. for supplies – (1) serial check cards, numbers, + dates. 25 each (2) Guide
cards (3) pen points, fine + stub; (4) Hand blotters, (5) ink for desk use (6) cat. cards
(asked by note, to go when truck man comes).
A part time instructor Min. Univ. Law College passing through K on way to Asheville saw
our sign and came in for a hurried view of Lib. Says Min. is starting a Law Rev. this year in
connection with Min. Bar Ass’n. Mr. Armstrong in - wondered if Mr. Carter knows there is
mail for him in Law Rev. Room. Calculated at 4:30 cleaning done and to be done –
Bar Lib - to be done
84 sec.
Univ. Lib. to be done
33 ½ sec.
done 23 sec. taking 17 ½ hrs, an average of 45 minutes. Count of time was taken on two
sections at different times, resulting average 45 also - so this must be pretty safe basis for
calculation. Finished cards.
Wednesday, Sept.12, 1928
9 - 12.30
No one in.

H. H. Turner

1:20 - 4:30
E. L. Ogden
On way out Tues. Mr. Baker said he had been told Mr. Witham would be here some time
this week so he is putting Mr. W’s mail in his office instead of bringing it to Library for
forwarding. No one in - miscellaneous work. If truck man comes, see that he takes the
notes in desk box. Different man came last time and I am not sure he realizes that he is to
look there every time he comes.
Thursday Sept.13, 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
Mr. Witham has arrived! He brought Public Utilities Digest 1927, + Reports, 1928A
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1 - 4:30
E. L. Ogden
Public Utility Rpts as above sent to Main Lib for cataloging. Mr. Witham in - talked about
U.S. statues at large. Suggested we send Miss Baker a note and ask what of what Law Lib
has asking for note of what she can send us to keep here, then get Dean McD to write
Senator Tyson to find what he can do about getting the rest free. Mr. Witham approved –
called Miss Heiskell to ask about Bar Lib. book charged Aug. 16 but she is out of city till next
week. Gave back to Mr. Witham all Law College announcements 1928/29 except one to
keep in Law Lib. for reference. Mr. Baker estimated waste paper upstairs as almost 145
pounds Univ + 105 lbs. Bar Lib. Miscellaneous work. Began revising alphabeting of
catalog according to Pittsburgh rules.
Friday, Sept.14, 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
Found that the vacuum cleaner man had finished main library and was doing office. Mr.
Baker asked for pieces of linoleum, referred him to E. L. O. Men came and put in transom.
1 - 4:15
E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker phoned that she couldn’t get down to see about shelves but had written Mr.
Morris asking to have shelves moved in before school started. Explained to Mr. Baker just
where they were to go and gave him a diagram in case he might need it. Recalculated
cleaning. Hours up to 4 PM today 44 hrs. 10 min. Sections still to do - 81. At ¾ hr. each,
60 ¾ hrs. Miss B said we might omit cleaning conference room + books stored on top case
in Bar stack room. Continued revising alphabeting of catalog. No one in. Mr. Atkins from Mr.
Young’s office phoned to renew two books borrowed Sep. 10.
Saturday, Sept.15 1928
9 - 12:15
E. L. Ogden
No one in. Began shifting and rearranging current periodicals.
Monday, Sept.17, 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
Mr. Armstrong came for mail. Mr. Cyril Smith, a former student came to look up something
for Dean McDermott. He is in his office.
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1 - 4:30
[E. L. Ogden]
Mr. Miller in (prospective student). Also some one phoned to know if we had a set of Ill.
Appeals (not in Lib.) and said someone would come and look it up in National reporters +
copy if not too long but did not come. Phoned Hughes (Junk). Said he would send for waste
paper + send money with driver. Finished work with current periodicals + other
miscellaneous.
Tuesday, Sept.18, 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
Went over sets of reports in K.B.L.A. to see if nos. were intact and vols. in place. Mr. Witham
came in search of missing mail. Judge Hicks sent messenger for a vol. from K.B.L. Truck man
came with packages for Mr. Warner + K.B.L.A. Mr. Morrell used Tenn. Rpts. Mr. Wicker
has come back. Mr. Witham brought up some advertising matter. Miss Turner of last year’s
freshman class visited library. Hughes came for waste paper. Rec’d 73¢ in all.
1 - 4:15
E. L. Ogden
Got Mr. Rochelle to help clean filling station (ink). Put supplies, paste +c in order - also
pamphlet file - as much as possible until shelves come. Mr. Miller (prospective student) and
Mr. Hodges in Bar Lib. Latter brought letter from Mr. Hudson.
Wednesday, Sept.19, 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
Mr. Rochelle had to register, so cleaning has paused. Misses Corkland and Turner called.
Two young men from Judge Baker’s office came in for Federal Rpts. Mr. Wicker introduced
Mr. Warner the new law instructor. Representative of Lawyers’ Co-operative came and will
return to see Miss Ogden.
1 - 4:20
E. L. Ogden
Cleaned table and desk in office and revised some alphabeting. Mr. Witham + Mr. Wicker
asked about shelves and English Repts. Mr. Witham asked Miss Baker whether these were
ordered – She said “not yet but soon.”
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Thursday, Sept. 20, 1928
9:00 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
Message from Miss Baker, that brushes were wearing out in vacuum cleaner, that new
brushes had been ordered but she didn’t know when they would arrive, but if these weren’t
doing good work, cleaning had better stop. Also could we receive any book down here if
she could get them sent down, tho’ she was afraid she couldn’t get truck.
1 - 4:10
E. L. Ogden
Truck man came. Worked with alphabeting and new books and cards. Phoned Mr. Fowler
about Fed 222 due; not in so gave message. Phoned Miss Baker whether shelves could be
hurried. She says no hope - try again in a month if not attended to before. Several asking
for Dean McDermott or Mr. Witham etc.
Friday, Sept. 21. 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
Attended freshman lecture in Jefferson Hall last night by Miss Baker on “How to use the
library.” Among other valuable information learned that library assistants were not to ask
students to sign registration pledge cards. Something similar is pinned to their Univ.
registration cards and attended to at the beginning. Later Miss Baker will send a copy of
names and addresses to branch libraries for reference. H.H.T. spoke to her later to be sure
that she had heard correctly. Mr. Houston , ‘28, came to use law library. Mr. Witham
brought new schedule which was posted. Mr. Warner took 4 vols. down to his office. Mr.
Miller prospective student asked advice authorities on legal history. Dean McDermott
called up to inquire about a case in Vt. reports.
1:30 - 4:00
E. L. Ogden
Worked with cards and book brought yesterday. Started Mo. Bar Ass’n. Proc. 1927 to Main
Lib. for binding. Also book Miss Bergen phoned was sent here by mistake. Asked Mr. Baker
if he couldn't hire a man to help him bring up small shelf-section to Library office – E. L. O.
will pay. Do not approve of taking such action myself but no place to put books just
received until shifting is done except to use odd corners. Prefer to exceed my authority
than to mix sets up more than they are already. Mr. B. said he would attend to it. Mr. Miller,
Mr. Warner. Told latter about the Bar Libr.
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Sat. Sep. 22, 1928
9 - 12:15
[E. L. Ogden]
Shifted everything in Library office and some in sec. 3 and 5. Mr. Baker had shelves in place.
U.S. Bankruptcy law reported lost last year turned up with U.S. Code (Sec. 3). Measured for
curtain to hide duplicates and pamphlets. Read shelves Bar Lib text books through
railways.

Monday, Sept. 24. 1928
9 - 12.15
H. H. Turner
Heard from Miss Williams at Main library Saturday that Miss Baker had said that law
library was to use ink from filling station bottle for ordinary purposes, as is being done in
the other libraries. Also that, when a student has registered he is to turn over his library
slip to the library of the dept. to which he belongs. This is her understanding. The ink is
"official."
1 - 4:45
E. L. Ogden
Put up curtain over lower shelves in Library Office - shifted. No student, no faculty except
Mr. Warner.
Tuesday, Sept. 25. 1928
9 - 12.15

H. H. Turner

1:30 - 5:00
E. L. Ogden
Finished shifting in R.R. - all that can be done before we get new shelves. Read shelves in
alcove Mass to end of digests, also Sec. 7 down to Ala. bar ass'n. Judge McKinney in. Mr.
Witham brought Phi Delta Phi scholarship cup. Thinks he will ask Mr. Baker to put up a
bracket where fire extinguisher is now, put extinguisher where Supreme Court picture is
and put picture under clock and over cup. Mr. Baker will try to find linoleum for top of
catalog case.
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Wednesday, Sept. 26. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Mr. Witham brought freshman class and told them how to use the library, giving a brief
lecture on each section, including vols. in office and K.B.L.A. Many old students back and
new ones coming in, asking questions +c. Worked on Proc. of Tenn bar ass'n, slips for
essays and biographical sketches. Took care of advance sheets of reporters. Mr. Albright,
alumnus, used the library. Another alumnus, name unknown, looked up a case in Nat'l
reporter.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
One judge, two lawyers, besides Mr. Albright and a few students. Read shelves in Lib. Office
and in R. R. Sec. 2 - 5. Judge wanted to know when Lib. would be opened at night and what
hours. Tried to phone L.M.G. Baker about book due – three times phone busy so couldn't
get central. Asked Mr. Baker to stain base of short shelves near desk when he does end of
case in Lib. office and to scrub ink in washroom - also to take in CFH's plants for fear of
frost. Truck man brought supplies, pens, cards, etc.
Thursday, Sept. 27. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Conference room used 8.55 -9.55. Worked on slips as yesterday many visitors, and a few
users of library.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Finished reading all of Bar. Lib. shelves that had been cleaned. Read Finished reading RR.
except Sec. 1 and 6. Art-metal man came. Only one student (Mr. Frazier) so took
opportunity to do Bar. shelves. Made report of vacuum cleaner's time for Miss Baker.
Friday, Sept. 28. 1928
8 - 1 H. H. Turner
Same as yesterday's work. Conference room used 8.35 - 9. Telephone inquiry for
"Questions and answers in parliamentary law" by Robert. Mr. N. B. Morrell used law
library.
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
In a.m. took Bar rept. of time of cleaning books. Gibs Rochelle, Agr. student did it. They sent
a card to grade his work as to interest, reliability, speed, conduct. Reported to Miss Baker
not the kind of work one could be "enthusiastic" about - speed, average, thoroughly
reliable, conduct perfectly satisfactory. In short a very steady, conscientious, thorough
worker. In reading shelves I found some books out of place order but had cautioned him
only to be careful, but if uncertain not to take time to straighten out as I would read shelves
later. If he does same kind of work again where shelves are not to be read, should be told to
be careful. Books cleaned were: Reading room, including tops of stacks; Library office,
bound vols. only; N.E. stack room, 165 Miss to end, not including wall section between
windows or books on top of stacks. Miss Baker sent word his schedule would not permit
him to continue. Will see what can be done about the rest. Can't go on anyway until receipt
of new brush which has been ordered. E. L. O. suggested do rest Sat. afternoons or wait till
after court adjourns. Too noisy - and have had a judge or judge's sec. or a lawyer - or
several of them every day. In first place Miss B. said begin Reading room so that what was
left over (if any) would be furthest away and least disturbing. A number of students and
others – very busy, very quiet. One freshman coming into empty room wanted key to
conference room. Told him it was not for that kind of use. Later when another joined him
asked to use it to study together so let them in about 2 - 4. Mr. Witham said he would give
Lib. his cop. of Jour. Amer. Bar. Ass'n. when he finishes each number. Asked Dean McD. if he
could get us a newer Martindale - said yes. Also asked if it would be all right to ask Senator
Tyson if he could get more vols. of statutes at large (He gave Lib. the U.S. Code vol) + Dean
said all right, if proper appreciation of vol rec'd were expressed. Several freshmen wanted
Code Canon of ethics. Got several vols. containing it + put on shelves near desk. Finished
reading RR shelves exc. Tenn. statutes. Miss Baker says use last year's schedule until
further notice.
Saturday, Sept. 29. 1928
8 - 12.30
H. H. Turner
Worked as yesterday. Conference used by a group 9 - 10. Helped freshmen find Tennessee
reports. Messenger from Main library but no truck.
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Monday, Oct. 1st 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Conference room used by 3 students. Helped a number of our new students in hunting up
books used for references. Mr. Witham brought in new register for Library hours – only to
be signed during afternoon and evening hours – not to be used at all during morning
period. Like the look of our new students. C. F. H. got out K.B.L. Ass'n files for dues.
10.30 - 1
H. H. Turner
Attended conference. Talked over various matters with ELO. Made slips for Proc. bar assoc,
Tenn.
11 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Finished correcting inventory lists and cards for changes made in locations of books last
weeks cards + miscellaneous. At conference, cleaning, changes in book arrangements,
possible changes in schedules were discussed. Counted 20 students. Very busy and orderly
at 3 P.M. – 17 at 4 P.M. 15 at 5. Conference room used 2(?) - 3(?) about. Judges McKinney +
Greene till nearly closing time.
6:30 - 9
C. F. H.
At opening hour no students came. 7:15, 6 students came in. Also Mr. Warner, who took
some vols. out.
Tuesday, Oct. 2. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Studied new inventory of Sec. 1 - 6. Helped numerous freshmen. Worked on slips for Proc.
Tenn. Bar ass’n. When in Carnegie yesterday afternoon went over inventory schedule with
Miss Baker and Mrs. Clements, official schedule maker, who wanted suggestions. Schedule
still tentative as Miss Baker hasn't O.K.ed yet. Hopes to finish soon.
1:30 - 5
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Hudson of K.B.L.A. came down and we discussed some of the business matters of
K.B.L.A. Stamped and accessioned the books that had come in during my month's vacation.
Also correspondence, thus cleaning up desk and table. Mr. Baker put up shelf for flower.
Cleaned shelf in dressing room.
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Re-labeled Digest index volumes and other miscellaneous work. Students began to come
about 2:00. At 2:15, 11 students. At 5:10, 8 students. Quiet and studious. Made statement
on U.S. Stat. at Large to take Miss Baker. She posted note on Bulletin board asking readers
to report books in need of mending.
6.30 - 9
H. H. Turner
16 present and very studious and nearly all stayed until 9.
Wednesday, Oct. 3. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on slips. Miss Baker came at 10 and discussed schedule for winter, later discussing
it calling over the telephone, as she had forgotten to bring the rough copy with her. H. H. T.
took it down. Miss Baker said she would have copies sent down later. Discussed opening at
7 and closing 9:30. Nothing settled. She said that C. F. H. and H. H. T. could decide about
Wednesday opening between themselves.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Inventory list + miscellaneous work. Showed several freshmen how to use abbreviation
tables, etc. Lawyer wanted book on extradition. By use of card catalog found it in Bar Lib.
book was in books on Habeas corpus + got him Bar Lib. book by Bailey on that subject.
Wanted also some reports of Ohio inferior courts – not in Lib. Forgot to note the other
day that Mr. Wicker wants his class to read Wigmore - Principles of Judicial Proof – now
charged Mr. Frazier. but thinks we can lend on 2 weeks limit as card is marked, as it needs
that long to read it. We'd best not renew., I think and told Mr. F. To try to finish on time.
Have clipped note to charge card not to renew. Mr. Witham will see HHT + CFH tomorrow
about evening hours.
6:30 - 9
[C. F. Heiskell]
Helped students - all seemed very busy and studious. Room full.
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Thursday, Oct. 4. 1928
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Started bibliographical slips for Lives of the Lord Chancellors, Campbell (reccomended [sic]
for students' reading by Prof. Pound) and urged by Mr. Wicker as reading for his classes. C.
F. H. and H. H. T. assisted Mr. Witham in conducting intelligence test for freshmen. Mr.
Witham stated hereafter evening hours for opening law library would be 7 - 9.30. Miss
Baker telephoned that truck man would come for vacuum cleaner and all its accessories.
9 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Miss Baker telephoned about vacuum cleaner saying truck man would call for it also about
schedule for library hours would be sent down. Helped Mr. Witham with freshmen.
12 - 530
E. L. Ogden
By now schedule should have come at 11 but as we had conference Monday, did not come
till 12. Prepared various notes for Main Lib. including book statistics for September and
report of finding pam on U.S. Bankruptcy law, reported lost last June. Also note telling Miss
Baker of Dean McD giving Mr. John Hudson permission to borrow 62 SE. to take to court.
Told her it was the only time I could remember such a loan was made + might not occur
again. Told Mr. Witham about transom found broken yesterday – the new one, both frame
and glass cracked across. In the meantime suggested to Mr. Baker it be closed and the cord
removed as loose glass was ready to fall. Mr. W. said he would report to Mr. Kirkman right
away. Another transom glass cracked on west side. Left note in Mr. Wicker's room asking
suggestions for display case and to be given HHT or E. L. O. Told him HHT was looking over
Lord Chancellor' reports for selections. With CFH's approval put Ed. 2 of Osborn's problems
of proof Bar. Lib. copy. Got Mr. Baker to put linoleum on top of catalog case where students'
attendance register is kept. Truck man came. Worked on inventory lists some + took care of
new books.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
With Miss Baker's approval went on new schedule 7 - 9.30, promising to put out lights and
lock doors. 10 present. Transom seemed all right at 1 yesterday. Took care of advance
sheets.
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Friday, Oct. 5, 1928
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Worked on slips of Campbell's Live of the Lord Chancellors. Consulted Mr. Wicker who
heartily approves of the plan but says he advises listing all as one can't tell their real
importance. Thinks it a wonderful book. Found Mr. Baker had replaced transom. He says
carpenter had only glued it and that the dampness had done the rest by loosening it. Went
over inventory list of display case. (Should one begin reading shelves regularly?) Miss
Baker called up, said she had received Miss Ogden's note and wanted staff to call him up
and remind him of promise of swift return of 62 SE. Tried three times in vain. Fourth time
succeeded in getting a message delivered in his office (with Mr. N. B. Morrell).
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
The usual morning routine in helping new students. C. F. H. forgot to note that on
Wednesday morning last when Miss Baker was here she spoke of "Loving Cup" and said she
did not approve of its being placed in Library, that it should be put in students rest or
[___y]ing room downstairs. No students in library from 11:30 - 12:15. Then Mr. Carter came
in. At 12:45 they began coming for afternoon. Messrs Ladd and Baughman asked to use
conference room 12:15 – .
N.B. Ag. Lib. had the stock judging trophy -- E. L. O.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Card for yesterdays books and miscellaneous work. Finished all copying on inventory lists
profitable to do now. Rest can be done after shift new shelves come + shifting is finished.
Visitors Judge McKinney, Arthur Fowler, still breezy and smiling and a Co-op. book man to
see Miss Heiskell but stayed and talked for quite a while. Showed McClung books to Mr.
Wicker + Mr. Witham + put in Lib. Off. with wills + Trusts respectively.
7 - 9:30
[C. F. Heiskell]
Apropos of "Ag. judging trophy" Miss Baker spoke of having that either removed or was
going to –
Saturday, Oct. 6. 1928
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Messages from Miss Gehring, Main library that Main's international law had been asked for,
for a professor's class work.
8 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
When C. F. H. reached Library this A.M. found Mr. Baker with some man fixing transoms –
see hooks and pole. Judge McKinney in Library most of the morning. No students in from 11
- 12:30. Spoke to Mr. Baker about cleaning sink in Dressing room and basins in hallway.
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Monday, Oct. 8. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Hunted up references on limited partnerships, Tenn. statues on. Helped show many
freshmen where to find C.J., Cyc., 1c. How to study law, Morgan. Reccomended [sic], but not
required of freshmen. How about putting on display case? (Oct. 9 – Have done so [ELO
handwriting]). Judge Jones came up and gratefully accepted the pamphlet on American and
Canadian law schools. Mr. Hugh Simpson, alumnus, called. Remin Sent another reminder to
Mr. John Hudson. Conference room used 9 - 10.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Checked list as directed by Main Library for Thomas Law Book Co. Helped Judge Jones look
up some cases. Also helped students find references + books.
7 - 9:30
[C. F. Heiskell]
Not so many in during the evening as was here this afternoon

Mr. [_lon] brought his wife.

Tuesday, October 9th 1928
8 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Mr. Hudson returned 62 S.E. He said that he and Dean McDermott had been engaged on the
same case and that he had sent it back by the Dean at time promised, but that the latter had
forgotten to turn it in, leaving it in his office. H. H. T. promptly notified Miss Baker. Saw Miss
Gehring last night and she said that the truck man could take over Maine's International
law.
1:30 - 5:30

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Made changes on display case as previously discussed, made corresponding changes on
cards and inventory lists. Inspected books on display case and mended several – same for
C.J. – did v. 1 - 9. Mr. Witham made changes in schedule. Miss Williams traded inkstands for
us and gave a doz. pencils.
7 - 9.30
7 pres.

H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, Oct. 10th 1928
8 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz had his class in Legal Bibliography in Library from 8 - 9 A.M. Said he could
not teach this subject without being where the book hence could not use room 102. All
freshmen class present. 10 -11 seniors worked in Library. 11 - Three second year men.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Mr. Witham told those on duty in evening that on leaving at 9.30 they should put out all
lights in building (except those in top floor and faculty offices), locking library and both
outside doors, leaving vestibule light burning. Worked upon Lives of lord Chancellors.
11 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Room full (16 maximum) most of afternoon and rather restless. Turned Morgan +
McPherson into conference room 3 - 4:10 for sake of peace. Not much business for
conference other than suggestions for changes of schedule. Will try 12 - 12:30 for
conference next week, this being chapel hour. Copied display case + Sec. 5 inventory lists
making some changes in arrangement of list. Hope HHT + CFH will approve. Miscellaneous
work. Mr. Witham says a longer questionnaire than last year has come from Amer. Bar
Ass'n. Is now in hands of Univ. officers to fill in financial data.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
8 students very studious and quick for which C. F. H. was most grateful as she developed a
raging toothache at the opening hour which kept up all during the evening period.
Thursday, Oct. 11. 1928
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Examined C.J. v. 10 - 13. Worked on slips as yesterday. Miss Baker brought Miss Northrup
to see the library, and later went over schedule with C. F. H. She had expected to find Staff
in conference!
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
On account of mixup about Conference hour change it became necessary for C. F. H. to put
in an extra hour this A.M. hence will leave earlier this afternoon. Miss Baker came over with
changes in schedule which she had found necessary to make - hence this changed the hours
of us law Librarians. C. F. H. explained to her as we thought the present copy of schedule
sent down to us from Main Library was the permanent one we had arranged our hours
accordingly. She left her copy of C. F. H. + E. L. O. hours here for them to copy and return to
her. C. F. H. will explain all to E. L. O. when she returns from lunch. Very few students in
from 11 - 12 A.M. [sic] so Conference can be changed back to that day.
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Attended to new pamphlets, book advts and miscellaneous. Thurs. P.M. appears to be about
the busiest afternoon for freshmen. Miss Clark paid fine for Caruthers. Readers quiet and
studious. ELO + C. F. H. discussed reading shelves. E. L. O. thinks once a week would
probably be enough + suggests C. F. H. + HHT take turns at it Sat. mornings. E. L. O. will not
read with lists but will improve quiet intervals by straightening book on shelves with an
eye to gaps.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
12 pres. mostly freshmen, working hard.
Friday, Oct. 12. 1928
8 - 11
Work same as yesterday.

H. H. Turner

9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Only 4 students using Library from 11 - 12. After 12 n - only one until 12:45 p.m. Messrs
Donglass and Johnson in Conference room 12:45 – then Miss Clark joined them.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Students left conference room at 1:20. More used reading room than any Friday yet – and
used more library books. Attendance nearly as large as on yesterday. Made shelf labels and
notes from book reviews.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
8 students used Library. Helped one with English Repts.
Saturday, Oct. 13, 1928
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
As usual. Students beginning to complain about lights at night. Say if they are urged to use
library at night they should have them on tables as in Carnegie.
9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Like as stated by H. H. T. the students have complained to me about lighting at night hours.
Read shelves. No one in library from 11 - 12:30.
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Monday, Oct. 15. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Man came to measure for shelves but said he should have to get someone to help him and
Mr. Baker couldn't find plan left by E. L. O., but said he had it in his head! Helped nervous
freshmen. Talked with Mr. Witham about better lighting at night and he said he would take
it up with proper authorities.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Had over 20 students working in Library this afternoon.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A very quiet student came in Library this evening. Mr. Witham brought in Vol. 6 of The
American Law Institute - tied it up to be sent to Main for accessioning. Helped students.
Students complained of lights hurting their eyes. Some remarked if they expected them to
use this Library at night they should have it equipped like Carnegie with shaded table
lights.
Tuesday Oct. 16th 1928
8 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

2-5
[C. F. Heiskell]
Helped second year man find case in U.S.C. Ct. of Appls – many of these can be found in
Federal Rept. also helped a number of first year students.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Worked on Lives of the Lord Chancellors. Examined C.J. 13 - 20.
1 - 5.30
[H. H. Turner]
Conference room. Mr. Douglass et al. 2:35 - ? Looked over + noted book reviews from
various journals. Considered other possible arrangements of shelves and talked to Mr.
Witham + CFH about them. Straightened out dog-ears and dusted Amer. digests while C. F.
H. tended Library.
7 - 9.30
About 16 pres.

H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, Oct. 17th 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz had his Bibliography class this A.M.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on Lord Chancellors; C.J. +c. Helped various freshmen.
1 - 5:30
[H. H. Turner]
Students somewhat restless before moot court but after 2, few and quiet readers. Brought
from Lawson McGhee for display life of Rufus Choate. Are willing to lend it over weekend to
anyone who wants it. Finished noting book reviews + inspection of Amer. Digest + Cyc for
torn + rumpled pages. Also RCL v. 1 - 5.
7 - 9:30
Very few students in library.

C. F. Heiskell

Thursday, Oct. 18th 1928
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
Students very much upset over not getting holiday next Friday. Say every other department
but that of Law get it.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Continued C.J.’s + Lives of Lord Chancellors.
1 - 5:30
(E. L. O. at farm)

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
12 students used library. E. L. O. at farm 11 - 5:00 and is to go there alternate Thursdays
until further notice.
Friday, Oct. 19. 1928
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Finished going over C.J. Found many fly leaves title pages crumpled but not many corners
turned down.
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9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Helped a member of Law Review Board, also some of the second year students.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Finished R.C.L. for mending +c. Mr. Huddle tried to find statute concerning practice before
Justice of Peace – Couldn't. Mr. Witham came in and did. On examination found this is in
Thompson's Shannon but not in Shannon's annotated, which gives only a note referring to
section by number (without stating what they are about) saying "Probably repealed by
implication in 1903." Helped Mr. W. + Mr. H. to trace it from original act through codes and
in citation books resulting in decision that no repeal has been recognized. Mr. Myers, when
requested, said he would type these sections on interleaving paper to insert in Shannon's
code annotated. Mr. Ladd and ___ in conference room 3:00. Good by till Tuesday! Seems a
long way off.
7 - 9:30
7 students

C. F. Heiskell

Saturday, Oct. 20. 1928
8 - 10
Read shelves as agreed.

H. H. Turner

9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Miss Baker called up to speak with C. F. H. as to Vols. of U.S. Statues at large belonging to
Mr. J. Harry Price. Said she had written to Mr. Price about them and he had replied that he
would be very glad to bring them over to U.T. Law Library. Miss Baker said for E. L. O. + C. F.
H. to get them together and send them over to Main L. and she would have them access'nd
and gift plates put in and return to Law Library.
Monday, Oct. 22. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on the Lord Chancellors. Many used the library. Mr. N.B. Morrell spent several
hours here. Also Judge Jones.
1 - 5:30
All well!!

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Only a few students and they left early complaining of lights.
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Tuesday, Oct. 23rd 1928
8 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

2-5
[C. F. Heiskell]
Ruled cards for periodical accessioning. Miss Baker called up to learn how many chairs we
had at Law College Library. C. F. H. told her on counting 72 and that was correct.
10 - 1
Same as yesterday.

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Attended to sections of Shannon's code typed by Mr. Myers, interleaving in text and making
reference in index. Ladd and others in conference room 1:35 - 4:00 (about). Mr. Wells came
to borrow portable light from K. Bar Lib. Ass'n. Got down U.S. Statutes (see this diary C. F.
H. Oct. 20) – ready to be called for. Told Mr. Wells man with truck hadn't been here for long
time. He said he would remind him. Dean McD. said Miss Baker had called attention to
Pres. (or somebody) that Law Lib. would have to have bigger book appropriation to meet
Ass'n requirements + was answered that they supposed Bar Lib. expenditures would be
counted. She wrote Dean McD to find out and he said it wouldn't be counted by ass'n. Dean
McD. is writing Miss B. to that effect.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
A freshman (Haas) complained of bad lights and said he had had to have oculist treat his
eyes since he had been using the library at night which he has to do as he works in the
afternoons. Mr. Witham has put up notice of a holiday on Friday on account of the E.T.
Educational Ass'n. – Query in regard to library closing?
Wednesday, Oct. 24th 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz class subject requirement to enter a case in court. Truck man came bringing
bound volume and advance sheet. C. F. H. entered accessions. Mr. Witham told H. H. T. that
he wished the Library closed on Friday, but said he would have to consult Dean McDermott.
Is to leave word at desk the outcome and E. L. O. will consult Miss Butler after hearing Mr.
Witham's report.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Took care of advance sheets of Nat’l reporters. Worked on Lord Chancellors.
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Quiet in spite of moot court. Mended. Mr. Witham talked about lights with ELO + Mr.
Beasley. Asked just what kind of complaint (insufficient? reflections? etc.) and
suggestions for remedy. Said Miss Baker asked if rearrangement of tables would help. E.
L. O. said would take it up at conference tomorrow and get data and suggestions. Mr. W.
also said Miss Baker has taken up matter of moving radiators with Mr. Kirkman. Asked Mr.
Baker to move stepladder (he did not promise) and to put up shelf labels Sat. (Did not say
yes to that either.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Ask a student who said he had been to the doctor about his eyes just what it was that
seemed to hurt them when he used Library at night. He said was the glare and reflection on
tables.
1:30 - 5:30

C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, Oct. 25. 1928

8 - 12

H. H. Turner

9 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

11 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Conference chiefly on lights. Each giving data on complaints received and suggestions for
possible remedy. Noted Gave Mr. Witham a memo. of facts brought out, suggesting drop
lights for southern most room of tables and possibly one east table, cutting out all ceiling
lights except two in N.W. corner, one each in S.E. + S.W. corners for sake of shelves. Mr. W.
said we hadn't the money for so many and decided on two goose neck or one central [small
drawing of "T" shaped light fixture with two globes] for middle of table in conference room
for sake of Seal? + Beasley especially and others if as far as space permits. Said those two
seemed most seriously in need of help in lighting. Mended. Mr. Witham brought Amer. Bar
Ass'n. questionnaire but said no hurry. Says need only bring last year's figures to date, note
them on his carbon of last year's replies and he will have copy made. Mended. With
exception of a few half-finished vols. inspection + mending is done from treatises in alcove
through Amer. digest system.
7 - 9.30
6 pres.

H. H. Turner
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Friday, Oct. 26. 1928
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Holiday on acct of meeting of E.T.E.A.
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Had a number of students using Library this A.M.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
As many as 6 students at a time in spite of holiday today. All very quiet + studious. Worked
on Amer. Bar Ass'n. questionnaire. Took Rufus Choate to return to Lawson McGhee. Mr.
Morton said of no great legal interest.
Saturday, Oct. 27. 1928
8 - 10

H. H. Turner

9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Room full of studious students. Filled out K.B.L.A. part of Am. Bar Ass'n questionnaire. Read
shelves. No one after 11:30 A.M.
Monday, Oct. 29, 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on "Lord Chancellors." Library cold. Mr. Frank Fowler worked here for some time.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Spoke to Mr. Witham about the coldness of Library. Said he would see to it.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Took C. F. H.'s place as her cough was bad. Very few visitors.
Tuesday, Oct. 30th 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Very few in Library at opening hour.
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10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Worked on "Lord Chancellors." Mr. Robinson says that the Dean has asked Seniors to read
Life of Marshall, Beveridge, especially v.1, which leads up to the use of the Digests, and he
wondered if it could not, under the circumstances, be temporarily borrowed from the
Carnegie until the Seniors have complied with Dean's request. Many like himself, work in
town, and have little time to get it books from Main library. H. H. T. promised to report
this to E. L. O.; Dean is anxious to have class read it.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Truck man came. Mr. Witham brought double socket + two goose neck drop lights which he
substituted for ceiling light in conference room. Mr. Wicker brought list of Lawyers’ co-op
books with sug to get information about the most desirable – as list did not give dates. He
decided on Williams, Federal appellate procedure – Bowers Civil Process and Hicks,
Material + methods. Said Mr. Witham had been notified by Miss Baker that money is so
short it may not cover current subscriptions. English repts rec'd in Main Lib. through 1927.
— occupy 9 shelves, Mr. Wells says.
2-5

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9:30
[C. F. Heiskell]
Mended book in afternoon. Had quite a number of students in for evening work. Messrs
Beasley and Wimberly need Conference-room with its table lights.
Wednesday Oct. 31st 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz class. When C. F. H. got to Library at 7:45 A.M. she found Mr. Steinmetz with a
number of students waiting to enter Library and Mr. Baker in Library dusting tables. C. F. H.
informed Bibliography class the Library did not open until 8 A.M. Library cold, Mr. Baker
said he hadn't pressure enough to get steam this high –
9-1

H. H. Turner
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker here when I came. Said she wanted a note of all items in room, separately
described, framed pictures, new lights in conference rooms, +c. Suggested tables might be
moved to stand between lights instead of under + so eliminate shadows. Said U.S. docs on
top Bar Lib. shelves might not needed in Law Lib. Might be sent to Main Lib. for Mr. Wells to
pack up + send back to Sup publishers. Said brushes for vacuum cleaner had come + work
could be resumed when student would be available to do it. Can't get the one we had before
and one other did not want so dirty a job. Mentioned frat. cup. E. L. O. suggested either a
definite message given her to repeat or else direct communication between her + Mr. W.
She said she would speak to him. She said Mr. Kirkman told her he would probably come
this P.M. to see about radiator. Mr. Witham wants to see him if when he comes. Mr.
Witham brought a thermometer – hung it over fire extinguisher after considering end of
stacks. Miss Baker said Mr. Kirkman would take charge of displaced globe from conference
room. E. L. O. mentioned shelves stored in Mr. Baker's supply room. E. L. O. told Miss Baker
that questionnaire was coming to her soon. Students numerous after moot court and
restless so E. L. O. did not attempt property list of pictures, etc. Investigated U.S. Bur.
Labor Buls in library with a view to disposing of stored file on Bar Lib. stacks. Wrote Main
Lib. for nos. 417 and 423 and information about later nos. of which they may have dups. To
farm tomorrow – Good by Law till Friday.
7 - 9:30
Only 8 present.

C. F. Heiskell

Thursday Nov. 1st 1928
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
So glad to have thermometer to test heat. Students complain about the Reading-room
being cold in afternoons. Truck man came.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Miss Baker also said yesterday that students were not to be allowed to lea tip back their
chairs so that their weight came on the rear legs, as chairs had been cracked across the back
in the Main libr. and that attendant should tell them that all such injuries should be paid for
by student responsible. (Thanks for adding this--was afraid I might omit something. ELO)
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Library very cold. No heat on at 4 P.M.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Cold and everyone left early. Had 16 in all but they hurried away by 9 (about).
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Friday, Nov. 2.1928
8 - 11
Worked on Lord Chancellors.

H. H. Turner

9-1
C. F. Heiskell
The thermometer is found to do no good as it stands at same mark all the time.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Worked on Amer Bar Ass'n questionnaire. Did not finish. Mr. Witham brought another
thermometer to compare with first one. Mr. Baker probably believes with Mr. Emerson in
compensation in the matter of heat, having had it cold for a few days, piped it up till
windows had to be kept open by request. Had 17 in at once. Got opinions from about 8 of
them who said hadn't been too cool here afternoons – rather too hot. Maybe I asked the
wrong ones. Wouldn't it be a good plan for us to note names of those who are not suited
with date and perhaps hour and what part of room? That is, of course, not when condition is
general, everybody + everywhere. Does C. F. H. remember who said it was generally cool
afternoons?
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Miss Ogden rang up to say that, when she was leaving she found the truck man had been
here and left some books from Main Library downstairs in place of bringing them up to
Library desk. E. L. O. instructed C. F. H. to note this in record book.
Saturday, Nov. 3. 1928
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Read shelves. Worked on Lord Chancellors.
9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Put accessioned nos. on list. Did not mention access nos. of Bar Pro. of Tenn. as they had
been entered on accessions of Aug. 11th '28 – and then sent back to bindery to correct title
marking.
Monday, Nov. 5. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Ther. 61 when library opened. Reporter for Orange + White came for material about Law
Library. Collected 25¢ from Mr. Miller for delayed return of Anson on Contracts. He felt
that he shouldn't pay as he was only 7 min. overtime but it had been asked for. Freshmen
needed more help than usual.
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1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Needed some change for ink station so opened the stations bank and put 36 pennies in box
for change. Had a full house all afternoon.
7 - 9:30
Very few this evening.

C. F. Heiskell

Tuesday Nov. 6th 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Truck man came bringing bound volumes and advanced sheet, accessioned Vols.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
As there is some discussion about Armistice Day being a holiday Mr. Witham is trying to get
into communication with Dean Hoskins and will notify library staff, after communicating
with Miss
Baker. Took care of Advance sheets. Worked on "Chancellors."
2-5
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Baughman and Ladd conference-room 2:30 - 4. Mr. Witham phoned to say Library
would be closed on Monday, the 12th from 10:00 until Tuesday morning 13th on account of
Monday being Armistice Day.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Worked on Amer. Bar Ass'n questionnaire marking Mr. Witham's copy of last years to be
copied for 1928 and Law Lib. cop. to correspond – not quite finished.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Wednesday Nov. 7th 1928

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz did not come for his Bibliography class this A.M. tho all first year men and
also seniors were in Library making the largest crowd ever using Library at one time – every
table filled.
9-1
H. H. Turner
At Mr. Witham's request put up sign notice of Armistice Day holiday, from 10 A.M. until
following morning at 8.
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Not as restless as on former moot court days – nor so many students. Worked with Mr.
Armstrong over a citation to "Code" in encyclopedic digest. After examination of various
codes decided 1858 code was meant but that section cited was a misprint. Noted proper sec.
no. in margin. Mended Tenn Ann. Code. Not quite finished. Mr. Beasley in conference
room for lights 4:30+. N.B. Morrell looked up citations in Reporters in stacks some of the
time, said easier to read there than at table.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, Nov. 8. 1928

8 - 12
Worked on Lord Chancellors.

H. H. Turner

9 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

11 - 1:30
E. L. Ogden
Ladd + Baughman in conference room 12:30 - . Truck man came. Finished questionnaire
cop. to go to Miss Baker for addition of a few items. Got down some stored(on Bar Lib.
stacks) U.S. Docs. to go to Main Lib for disposal. Conference agreed this year's freshman
class nicest yet. Agreed to keep charges alphabetted, on location of window stick + such
minor items. C. F. H. at desk while E. L. O. worked at Bar Lib. table and at in Bar Lib. stacks.
1:30 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Helped students with U.S.Ct. cases as formed in Ad. Sheets.
7 - 9:30

H. H. Turner
Friday, November 9. 1928

8 - 11

Helen H. Turner

9-1

C. F. Heiskell
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Sent Main Lib replies to questionnaire Amer. Bar Ass'n., a note about cat'lng Am. repts.
Interstate commerce com'n 1888, 1889, 1890, 1894-1903, and 2 vol. of Labor laws of U.S. (ie
2d Spec. Rept Com'n of Labor 1896, + 22d Am. Rept. 1907) for cataloging. These formerly
loaned by owners to Bar Lib and now not wanted by either party. Spoke to Mr. Baker again
about mail on newel post. Said he had been "at court house" since Sat. but would caution
person who is doing some of his work. Dr. Carrick C. Cloud, Dentist called and left his card
wanting to find something on dentistry in its legal phases for a paper. Said he'd be back next
week, probably Tues. evening. Miss Heiskell thought it admissible to let him use medical
jurisprudence in Bar Lib. E. L. O. made no definite promises to look it up for him. Several
wanting Sehouler's personal property at once + and not liking it when they got it. It seems
possession and not rather than property was what was wanted – found it in Cyc, R.C.L.
and Mr. Miller put them on track of a passage in Holland's Jurisprudence of use to them. Had
a lawyer looking up trusts for Mr. Green. Mr. Saxton looking up sales – making 3 visitors
counting the dentist! Between 3 and four came nearer to being busy finding things + putting
up books without intermission than ever had in a law library yet. Not what other kinds of
libraries would call busy, of course, but coming near it! All at work very quietly and steadily
from four on with no questions to speak of. ELO suggests that anybody who has a little spare
time between now and Tues. eve. might investigate dentists and law.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Nov. 10. 1928

8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs Hicks and Rogers – 9 - .
9 - 12:30

C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Nov. 12. 1928

8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Being Armistice Day, library closed at 10. Janitor celebrated by having scarcely any heat.
Only 4 users.
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Tuesday Nov. 13th 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Powers used conference room 8:30. Judge Jones did not have his 8 o'clock class
hence both second year and first year men using library 1st hour filling every table. Looked
up Dentistry.
Code has best reference if a Tenn. citation is mentioned. Marked in Code so
if client should come while H. H. T. is at desk she could find immediately.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Looked up Dentistry in case a call for reference should come tonight. "Medical
jurisprudence" and Forensic medicine contained nothing. Worked on "Chancellors."
2-5
C. F. Heiskell
Attended to desk and students while E.L.O. worked on cards + cataloguing.
1 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden]
Even so – also filed accumulated pamphlets and book notices. Mr. Wicker brought Williams
Federal practice gift of Tenn Law Review. ELO sent it to Main Lib. for cataloging. He said two
other books had come. Hicks Materials + methods + one other which would be brought us
soon. Mr. Witham says he has sent property list of articles in Library to Miss Baker this
week. He brought Wood on Public utilities -- gift of Tenn. Law Rev. ELO sent this to Main
Lib. for cat'ing. Spoke to Mr. Baker on arrival asking him to come up and pack U.S. Labor
Buls this P.M. to send to Main Lib. That was the last seen of Mr. Baker. E. L. O. took the ink
dollar bill to get new ink supply.
7 - 9.30
[H. H. Turner]
Helped Dr. Cloud, (dentist) with authorities on dental jurisprudence.
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Wednesday Nov. 14th 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz had his Biblio. class this A.M. C. F. H. found the 5 boxes of English Rept. in
hallway. Do not know when they were put there – if truck man came he did not come in
Library to report or get things to be sent to Main Library. On Saturday Nov. 17th C. F. H. left
notice saying 70 Maryland St. Repts. was missing. This A.M. when at opening hr. 8 A.M.,
found it on desk and on speaking to H. H. T. about it she responded it was not there when
she closed Library Tuesday night. (Something strange about its disappearence, glad tho its
back). H. H. T. + C. F. H. emptied boxes of English Repts. putting some on long tables.
Called up E. L. O. to ask if this should be done – failed to get her. Do hope this was not the
wrong thing. Kings Bench Div. 1911 - 27 – Ala. Ch. Div. 1911-27 – App Cases 1911-27 –
Probate Div. 1912 - 27 vols. 1911 + 1920 of Probate Div. were sent over last week. Asked
Mr. Baker when the truck man brought over these boxes of books and he said he didn't
know. Called up Main Library and asked them to see that hereafter all things from Main
Library be reposited in Law Library to clerk attendant. Miss Baker said she would see to this
problem of not repositing to us when bringing things over. Later in morning Mr. Baker
brought a man in to measure the radiation he said.
9-1
Same as CFH.

H. H. Turner
Worked on Lord Chancellors.

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Decided not to shelve Eng. Rpts until after we find whether radiators are to be moved right
away. Mr. Witham said he did not know but would inquire. Said his radiators had been
measured too. Truck man came while E. L. O. was busy with Mr. McFee so did not stop to
question him. Called his attention to boxes ready to go back. In one of them got Mr. Baker
to pack Labor bulletins and got him to put box packed a few days ago also in hall – ready to
go. Phoned Main Lib about these, made list of contents for outside of each box so Main
would know what they were for. No court, room fuller than usual afternoons. Counted 23 at
one time. Concerning Md. reports, on leaving Tuesday putting away last book in Bar Lib
looked at Md. shelves – found v. 70 where 51 should have been and 51 elsewhere. Was
locked up, lights out, ready to go, so did not leave note for Miss Heiskell. Did not go over any
other shelves than the two holding the vols. named. Am leaving books on table where Mr.
Joroulman worked yesterday. Am not sure these are the same books but thought best to
leave them. Colored boy brought a package for Law Lib – turned out to be for Bar – opened
it, thinking they were borrowed books returned but found they were some more McClung's.
Brought Waterman's fountain pen ink– ½ pint – 45¢ bought with ink money.
7 - 9:30
A good attendance.

C. F. Heiskell
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Thursday Nov. 15th 1928
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
Helped or looked up a case in U.S. Supp. [sic] Ct. Reports decided by Chief Justice Marshall
for Mr. Haimer's History class.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on Lives of Lord Chancellors.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Baughman and Ladd in Conference room 1 P.M. –
7 - 9:30
Conference used 7 -

Truck man came.

H. H. Turner
by same as above.
Thursday Friday, Nov. 16. 1928

8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Student (Mr. Baughman) complained that v. 86 Tenn. Repts. was badly mutilated and asked
to use copy belonging to K.B.L.A. On questioning said it had been mended but strips made
print on one page almost illegible. Truck man came. Worked on Lord Chancellors.
9-1
Accessioned books

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Messrs Hoddard + Johnson of Maryville wanted to use some Bar Lib. books. Had no
authorization so Mr. J. phoned Mr. Powers + got it. On leaving said he intended to take an
out-of-term membership and asked about evening hours. By 3:30 all out of library except 5
who stayed till 5:30. Said all others at "Vandy" + there would be few tonight + tomorrow.
Finished marking + also mended. Made note of defective page of 86 Tenn. Think we can get
missing part typed some time. The rest of the vol. not so bad. Good by law till Tuesday.
7 - 9:30
3 students in.

C. F. Heiskell

8 - 10
Read shelves.

H. H. Turner

9 - 12:30
Mended books.

C. F. Heiskell
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Monday, Nov. 19. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Helped student with English repts.(Exchequer); also So. Rpt. for S.C. citation. Worked on
Lives of Lord Chancellors. Many used library. At times nearly full.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
A roomful, every table filled. Making up time taken to see game – hurrah for our boys!!!
Lights went off at 4 P.M. Mr. Wicker brought down two (2) books -- Bowers, Process and
Service 1927 Ed. and Hicks' Legal Research Materials and Methods 1923 as gifts from Tenn.
Law Review Board. C. F. H. marked them as such and put them up to send to Main Library.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Night classes began this P.M. down on second floor – quite a number seemed to be present.
Tuesday, November 20th 1928
8 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

10 - 1
H. H. Turner
As English reports recently sent down haven't been collated, started doing so.
2-5
Sat at desk.

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Began making notes for annual report. Miss Baker says make it correspond with fiscal year –
not with college year. Brought envelopes, rubber bands + mending paper from Main Library.
7 - 9:30
Collated English reports.

[H. H. Turner]

Wednesday, Nov. 21st 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held class. Many using library. Truck man came. Accessioned books. Filled out
questionnaire for Miss Baker.
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9-1
H. H. Turner
Collated English repts. (Probate and appeals.) Took charge of advance sheets of Nat'l
reporters. Filled out individual questionnaire for Miss Baker. Helped student with cases in
English repts.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Questionnaire + miscellaneous. Moot court brief and apparently not exciting. Staff please
observe notice E. L. O. has put on Beveridge's Marshall. Received no notice as to length of
time Law Lib. is to have this but asked for it "till end of term or longer." Afraid I did not
specify end of Law College term but think if Main Lib. does not so understand that the
difference can be adjusted in our favor. Would lend for 2 weeks.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A nice lot of studious boys. Library very cold – so had students move close to radiator on
east side of room.
Thursday, Nov. 22. 1928
8 - 12
Collated Eng. reports.
1:30 - 5:30
Attended desk.

H. H. Turner
Conference.
[C. F. Heiskell]

11 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Conference: Agreed that no reserve requests for reserves should be accepted by Lib staff for
exam. period before date of exams announced (Posted notice of bulletin board as to this).
Demonstrated ink-filling station peculiarities for secure locking – exchanged information on
puzzling citation forms + the like. Discussed need of cleaning – general for Lib. + for building
and special for books. Agreed as to latter perhaps best to wait till near exam Xmas holiday
time. As to general, all feared nothing could be got from Mr. Baker but E. L. O. will try. Gave
Mr. Witham his copy of Amer Bar Ass'n questionnaire replies 1927/28 corrected for library
matters by ELO + Miss Baker for 1928/29 replies. Talked over need of cleaning with him.
Also he said Miss B. had told him she could get nothing definite so far from Mr. Kirkman
about the radiators so ELO said she would go ahead and see to Engl shelving Engl. reports.
He said "guessed so – very discouraging to try to get anything done." Worked on data for
annual report.
7 - 9.30
Continued to collate.

H. H. Turner
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Friday, Nov. 23. 1928
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by seniors, Robert Kennerly +c 8.10 - . Collated.
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Helped some second year students who are having an examination on Real Property this
A.M. Also helped first year students in old English Chancery rept.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
No court – attendance fairly large – 23 at one time when I happened to count. Students
wanting "Persons" – turned out to be "Husband + wife" – Not very well pleased with
anything but 13 R.C.L. and 1 Sehouler Domestic relations and Tiffany Dom. relations fairly
popular. Student from Main Lib. wanted "Wheaton's cases on international law." Turned out
to be 10 Wheaton (or 23 U.S.) 66 – case of Antelope. Others may ask for it so I mention it.
This A.M. Miss Baker phoned to ask whether Law Lib would like a set of U.T. Registers back
to founding of Law College. ELO said Yes – from 1890. Miss Bergen phoned she is collecting
a set of U.T. Records for us as far as they could be completed.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
When I came on duty found a number of books shelved wrong?
Saturday, Nov. 24. 1928
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Collated. Room cold. Conference room used 9.30 – .
9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Room very cold. In reading shelves found 12 A.L.R Anno missing. Also found Sehouler vol. 1
on Domestic Relations missing but afterwards found it in the shelves of the University Side.
(It was the K.B.L.A. copy that was missing)
Monday, Nov. 26. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Only 60º at opening of library. Mr. Kirkman and plumber came to examine radiators. Called
attention to chilly atmosphere. Rather unsympathetic! Mr. Witham later took a hand. Truck
man came with old U. of T. cats +c. Collated. Helped freshmen find Eng. cases.
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1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Something will have to be done about heat in Library – room cold – Students spoke of its
being so chilly. Helped U.T. student in History in finding case. Accessioned book in vol. 142
Atlantic [?] and leaflets of St. Rep. citations for 125, 126, 127, + 128 Atlantic
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday Nov. 27th 1928

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Library quite cold thermometer not registering 60. So students did not stay in first two
hours.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Collated Eng. reports. Conference room used by Messrs Douglass + Baughman 12.40 - .
2-5
C. F. Heiskell
Attended to Reading-room demands.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Got list of material still awaiting cataloging for Miss. Bergen. Listed and combined with Law
Library set of U. of T. records sent from Main Lib. Miss Heiskell reports a nameless visitor –
old gentleman from Ky who said he had heard of this library as one of the best in the South
so came in to see and admire – which he did. At closing found conference room floor a mess
with papers – chewing gum + candy. How about putting a sign on the table asking to take all
papers to waste basket when leaving – or would it be better to speak to the last occupants?
Papers may have been there when they went in –
On Sat. took Miss B. the July nos of Law Library Journal and asked if Law Lib. in person of
HHT could undertake to make biographical index to biographical material in Tenn. Repts.
and in Tenn. Bar Ass'n Proc. as asked by Mr. Wire of Mass. Worcester, Mass, County Library.
Miss B. said yes – she was writing to Mr. Wire about it. She would be glad to have it done.
Doesn't staff think it would be well for anyone using last slip in scratch paper box to put
more in immediately so it will be ready for charging at any minute? Also Mr. Witham on
being asked about temperature said about 70 never over 72 – Cool it off when it gets as high
as that.
7 - 9.30
About 20 used the library.

H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, Nov. 28th 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held class. Mr. Steinmetz brought a copy of Scottish Law Review and said he
got it every month and would try and bring it to Law Library (if he could remember).
Student from U.T. using U.S. Rept.
Apropos of heat in Library — Mr. Witham of his own volition has spoken to H. H. T. and C. F.
H. about the library being cold. Those of us that open Library these cold mornings usually
find the thermometer slanting a little above 60. Later it gets up to the 70 mark about noon
but at no time that C. F. H. has looked at it as it been above. Made out card for Scottish Law
Review. Truck man came accessioned books.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Took care of advance sheets of Natl. rep. left by truck man. Collated. In regard to much
discussed question of temperature of library, those who have early and late hours have very
little occasion to consider the thermometer rising to seventy or over, and Mr. Baker does not
propose, or is unable, to add extra heat in the afternoon to care for the library at night,
therefore it would seem wise in cold weather to go very carefully with the cooling off
process during the afternoon hours. Those who work at different hours have different
problems to settle and will have to decide them for themselves.
Mr. Huddle brought Mr. Anderson Circuit Court Clerk of Bristol, Kingsport and Bluff City and
introduced him to staff.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Very quiet and studious for moot court day. Found more U. of T. records had arrived.
Revised list, stamped all nos rec'd. Discovered some have accession nos though unbound – a
very unusual thing. Shall have to ask Main Lib. how to count them (or not to) in this
month's report of books added. Also shall have to find what nos are still needed to complete
as occasional extra nos. were issued and no. of regular issues varies from year to year.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Friday, Nov. 30. 1928

(Thursday, Nov. 29 Thanksgiving holiday.)
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Collated English reports. Helped one of Mrs. Hamer's students find a U.S. report.
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9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Judge Hicks of U.S. Ct. of App. used Library most of the morning. Two U.T. history class
students also in library. Trust Mr. Baker will get Conference room cleaned by Monday as he
hasn't touched it yet.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Truck man came. Miscellaneous work. Dean McD., Mr. Wicker, Warner, Witham besides
students (not so many of the latter as sometimes).
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A lot of quiet, studious Library users. Marked places in Hicks that might be useful for
reference.
Saturday, Dec. 1. 1928
8 - 10
Read shelves.

H. H. Turner
Examined new cop. Hicks Material + methods of legal research.

9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Another set of U.T. history class students for the "Antelope cases." I've begun to dream of
that animal he has figured so largely in my days work this last week.
Monday, Dec. 3. 1928
8-1
Collated English reports.

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
A large attendance in Library also another U.T. history class student wanting not a Antelope
case but another Chisholm v. Georgia (State) 2nd Dallas.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Quite a number of students in for the evening hours.
Tuesday, December 4th 1928
8 - 12

C. F. Heiskell
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10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Collated Eng. repts. Looked over Hicks Materials + Methods of legal research.
11:30 - 4:30
C. F. Heiskell
Looked up Session Law as relating to Libraries in Tenn. for Miss Baker.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Shelved Law Repts. + corrected inventory lists to include these and the U.T. Records +
registers rec'd last week.
7 - 9.30
[H. H. Turner]
Helped student from other dept. look up subject material for debate on child labor laws as
found in U.S. Supreme Ct. report and pamphlet collection.
Largest no. at night yet when H. H. T. on duty – about 30. Mr. Butcher of History dept. looked
up Cases in Supreme Ct. reports. Someone else worked on interstate law. 85 S.E. missing.
Wednesday, Dec. 5th 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held class in Lib. Worked on Library Law for Miss Baker. Truck man came,
accessioned books. Men came to move radiators.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Too cold and noise for anyone to study here. Five workmen including Mr. Kirkman, took
charge of things. As C. F. H. was working on her task for Miss Baker, took charge of desk.
Went back to indexing Lord Chancellors.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Radiators in place when ELO arrived – man sweeping in place of Mr. Baker who is at court
house. Radiators set on ledge again as ELO thought they would not be. Looks ugly but shelf
space is improved. Spent most of PM measuring and planning new location of shelves and
sets. Mr. Witham brought a copy of Library section answers to Amer. Bar Ass'n library
questionnaire. E. L. O. will compare with original before filing. Miss Baker phoned will try to
come tomorrow P.M. to look at radiators + shelving. Made book statistics rept. for Miss
Baker.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A large attendance with two U.T. Economics students wanting help on Interstate Commerce
Commission cases – hence C. F. H. did not get away from Library until nearly 10 o'clock.
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Thursday, Dec. 6. 1928
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Plumber continued to work on radiator. Stayed at desk and helped students. Read Lives of
Lord Chancellors, and "Unreported opinions of a territorial judge" in Law library journal.
11 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Conference – Demonstrated U. of T. Record set, U. of T. Register set and cards showing
location of the registers + reports in U.T. Record. Discussed re-arrangement of shelves
and books. Miss Baker came in P.M. Intends to protest against way work has been done on
registers so arrangement of shelves cases and shifting books will have to wait. Shifted Amer.
+ Engl. R.R. cases to top of stacks. If possible will bring down U.S. Claims + Appeals instead.
C. F. H. will inquire of officers of Bar Library Ass'n concerning opening during Xmas
holidays. Concerning register of box numbers, Miss Baker says each student is to write his
box no. as well as his signature when on book card when he borrows a book. If he hasn't,
can be obtained from Dean Massey's office. This applies to Law students as well as to
regular Univ. students who ask to borrow.
9 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

1:30 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Worked on Library Laws for Miss Baker.
Also helped some U.T. students with different
things or questions they were looking up in preparing papers.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Came a little early and found quite a group, mostly seniors who said librarian ought to
encourage their desire to work – were told that as a great favor they could do so but that H.
H. T. didn't intend to make a practice of giving extra time.
Quite right! ELO
Friday, Dec. 7. 1928
8 - 11

H. H. Turner

9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Helped students and about finished up the work on Library Laws for Miss Baker.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Attended to cards for books rec'd + miscellaneous. Finally got Hicks tabbed. Put it on new
book shelves to call attention to it. Let Mr. Wicker take Law Lib Jour (ELO's cop.) Showed HH
T's cop. to Mr. Witham who knows the author and will try to get a reprint from her for Miss
Moylan’s article on books for a Law School Lib.
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7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Another U.T. student hunting up another case in U.S. Sup. Ct. Repts.
Saturday, Dec. 8. 1928
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
As C. F. H. had been asked this morning to do some work in preparation for committee
meeting at 10, helped read the shelves, (stacks). Assisted student with English reports
(appeals).
9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
I trust there will be no objection raised as to placement of vase, as after rescuing it several
times from being knocked off of card-index case when students came to sign register. C. F. H.
decided to avoid its being broken or scared it had fallen by removal. Two U.T. students
wanting case of Cunard Steamship Co. v. Mellon. Found in 262 U.S. Sup. Ct. Repts.
At 10:15 a meeting was held in Stack-room alcove purporting towards a law for county
library extension. Mrs. Samuel Williams of Johnson City, Misses Baker and Rothrock of
U.T. and City Library, Mr. Brigham of Carnegie Lib. of Nashville share the committee.
Monday, Dec. 10. 1928
8-1
H. H. Turner
Ther. at not quite 60 when lib. opened. Miss Baker (after conversing with Mr. Kirkman and
Mr. Witham) called up to consult staff about moving radiators – 3 alternatives for staff to
settle; each one to express opinion. 1. Let them stay as they are. 2. Let them be
straightened and nearer the floor (Mr. K. won't be responsible for this in way of heat.) 3.
Return to former situation. Miss B. favors last and so does H. H. T. She said to consult E. L. O.
and C. F. H. + she would call up again tomorrow a.m.
Helped student look up Chancery rept. case. Mr. Bass called, complained of cold. Library
almost deserted for obvious reasons. Mr. John Hudson came.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Think Mr. B. must be back on the "firing line" as at no time has the thermometer been quite
up to seventy. I vote we ask for the continuation of Leroy(?) for he did keep us comfortable.
Let the jury take Mr. Baker. Apropos of heat — C. F. H. votes to put radiators back to former
position if there is some doubt of the heat if put down on the floor. As it is the room is none
too comfortable especially to those of us having early morning and late evening hours. C. F.
H. spoke to Mr. Powers about the Christmas vacation and she will explain to rest of staff at
conference on Thursday. Truck man came.
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7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Ink bottle was empty in filling station so gave a student ink from desk as C. F. H. was fearful
to try filling station by herself.
Tuesday, December 11, 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Library cold. Mr. Baker said that putting radiators down on floor would not make any
difference in heat if anything they should heat better. The only thing was to have them
correctly connected. Am having students put their ink money in station then let them fill
pen from desk inkwell.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Having rec'd Mr. Wire's Worcester Co. law library memorials, made a slight beginning on
work assigned (see p. 96). [entry for Nov. 27]
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Miscellaneous – with cards – filling ink station (only enough ink for ½ full). Dec. 11 79¢
counted by C. F. H. (and know it is right). Examined material sent by Mr. Wire, looked up
some of his citations and tried to answer HHT's questions.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Several more wanted the Antelope including our staff sister Miss Kent.
Wednesday, Nov. [sic] 12, 1928
8 - 12
Mr. Steinmetz held class.

C. F. Heiskell

9-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on mem. slips for Mr. Wire in Tenn. reports, after collating "page by page."
1 - 5:30
[H. H. Turner]
Miscellaneous work – chiefly cards + information for Miss Bergen. No court.
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7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A number of studious students. Spoke to Miss Baker in regard to Christmas holiday
conversation with Mr. Powers (as C. F. H. was the one who did the deed thought she was the
proper one to report on it). Miss Baker acquiesced in all arrangements fully except she made
this change – if Mr. Witham agreed – namely – not to keep the library open on Dec. 31st (the
day before the new year) said she thought Thursday, Friday, + Saturday noon of Dec. 27, 28,
+ 29 enough as all courts are disbanded until Jan. 2nd. Hours of opening and closing 9 A.M.
to 4 P.M. 12:15 - 1:30 lunches.
Thursday, Dec. 13, 1928
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
A good crowd this A.M. Saw Mr. Witham about keeping library open on Monday Dec. 31 – He
agreed with Miss Baker and said not to keep it open on that date.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on slips as yesterday. Miss Baker called up to say that 1 boy was being sent down –
maybe not until this afternoon, with brush to clean books – that record was to be kept of his
time and how well he worked. On investigation found Missouri and all Mississippi were very
dirty so found it necessary to have these done over again. At 11 Mr. Patterson came to see
about this but went away to get on old clothes. Started 11.50 a.m.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Neglected to tell Miss Baker in reporting Christmas conversation what Mr. Powers said
about heat in library if for any reason there was a [hitok ??] in it, but told Mr. Witham when
C. F. H. spoke to him and he also said if for any reason the library was not heated
comfortably the staff was not to stay – too much flu abroad to take any risks.
Mr. Patterson seems to be a steady, faithful worker and to C. F. H. observation is doing a very
painstaking job. Stopped cleaning at 5:30.
7 - 9.30
[H. H. Turner]
Carried out Miss Baker's instructions about posting holiday notice after C. F. H. had reported
Mr. Witham's concurrence. Quite a number of students left library at 9.30 and adjourned to
freshman recitation room. H. H. T. put out lights and fixed locks as agreed.
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Friday, Dec. 14. 1928
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Found Mr. Patterson at work with vacuum cleaner. Said that he began work at 7.20. Many in
library but everyone very subdued. Worked as yesterday, collated and made slips. 2,3 Tenn.
found some very interesting cases tho' not bearing on this particular task.
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Patterson stopped at 12 noon for lunch. Several visitors from K.B.L. Ass'n in. Mr.
Patterson returned to work at 12:30.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Filled in Dec. 18. Don't remember anything to mention. Phoned C. F. H. data on confusing
citations encountered. Did not make record because Mr. Wicker came in with last no. (I
think) of N.C. Law Rev. telling how much was spent for it in their Law Lib. in the past two
yrs. + he + E. L. O. joined in wishing U.T. Lib same kind of Merry Xmas + happy new yr as N.C.
had.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Helped a student find Eng. Rept. in Elizabeth reign form in Crake Eds. [?]
Saturday, Dec. 15. 1928
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Read shelves. Worked on Tenn. repts. Found that Mr. Patterson had come at 6.50 a.m.
Evidently Mr. Baker (or his understudy) hadn't been in library as there were some papers +
dirt on floor near desk, + waste basket hadn't been emptied. Also library office.
9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
C. F. H. heartily agrees with H. H. T. as to Library condition and Mr. Baker's use of same. No
Library C. F. H. has ever seen is as badly kept when it comes to janitor service. Mr. Witham
said for one of us to remind him Monday to speak to Miss Baker as regards Saturday Dec. 22
Lib. hours.
Monday, Dec. 17. 1928
8-1
[H. H. Turner]
Usual Monday atmospheric condition but radiators were banging merrily. As above temp.
discouraged students, H. H. T. took advantage of (near) solitude to labor on Mr. Wire's task.
Truck man came. Helped another student look up Pullman Car case in U.S. Supreme Ct.
reports. Helped 2 students look up cases in English reports. Many students but all very
studious and quiet. Mr. Patterson hasn't been here.
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1 - 5:30
[C. F. Heiskell]
Mr. Patterson finished his book cleaning at 4:30 P.M. Saturday.
7 - 9:30
[C. F. Heiskell]
Hunted up some Tennessee Laws for Judge of County Court of Knoxville, boundary line of
Knox + Loudon Co. Said he'll come down after Christmas and see. Counted up Mr.
Patterson's hours for Miss Baker. C. F. H. later found the County of Loudon was first
established as the County of Christians then changed to Loudon – hence the judge's difficulty
in location.
Tuesday, Dec. 18th 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Thermometer at 60 – when Library was opened at 8.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Work as usual. Put up poster sent by Miss Dairs of Dept. of Univ. Extension, with request to
post it, as it related to the first Prof. of Law in the U.S.A. Chancellor Wythe of Williamsburg
Va.
2-5
C. F. Heiskell
Attended to information desk. Miss Baker called up in reference to some old volumes
belonging to Justice Sanford that the U.T. Library could use to finish out their sets Am. Law
Register and Reporter. E. L. O. + C. F. H. to look after the matter and then take it up with
Justice Sanford.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Mended Williston on Sales – phoned Miss Williams to send slips + ball of twine – spent
about two hours cutting leaves and collating Mr. Wicker's copy of Wigmore Panorama of the
world's legal systems. Leaves ELO inspired and healthless – oppressed with a sense of her
ignorance and a longing to read the whole page by page – began shifting periodicals. Lent
Mr. Witham ELO's cop. of Law Lib. Jour. which has been partly checked for Univ. sets +
treatises. Showed Mr. Wicker an ad of legal periodical index. Says we must find some way to
get it – greatly needed.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Conference room used 7.15 - 8.30 by Messrs Brown and Chitwood.
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Wednesday, Dec. 19, 1928
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz did not meet his class this A.M. Conference room Messrs Baughman and Ladd.
Truck man came for cleaner.
9-1
Worked as usual.

H. H. Turner

[E. L. Ogden]
Nobody said anything about posting a notice on bulletin board – about holidays – so ELO
asked Miss Baker about it again when she came. Would have been glad to have had the
information noted so as not to appear ignorant of Law Library business.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker came, inspected cases and radiators again and finally decided to have two at
North end straightened, the others left where they are and the two cases downstairs
brought up and put between the windows in wall space beyond ferns and opposite. These
cases are low so she suggests a row of books on top to make them look higher. Will give Mr.
Kirkman instructions to that effect. Finished checking Law Lib. Jour. recent no. with Law Lib
sets and Bar Lib. + gave to Mr. Witham. Did a few odds + ends.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Evidently E. L. O. hadn't either looked at bulletin board or read H. H. T. record of Dec. 13th
where she so clearly states the posting of holiday notices after Miss Baker gave the
instruction. The notice has been posted ever since Dec. 13th on bulletin board. Also Mr.
Witham has one on his downstairs.
Thursday, Dec. 20. 1928
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
As Judge Jones didn't conduct class had many freshmen in library. In regard to E. L. O.'s
notes for Wednesday concerning holiday schedule and notice thereof, H. H. T. carefully
recorded her responsibility on p. 116 [December 13 entry], and merely carried out
instructions in regard to posting schedule on bulletin board. She made only one copy as Mr.
Witham had taken care of the matter on the second floor. Owing to the fact that E. L. O. isn't
as often as formerly in the library this winter and is hard to reach over the telephone the
daily record seems to require more careful reading than in former years.
Conference room used by Messrs. Ladd and Baughman 8.15 - 9.45.
Before overlapping read N.C. Law Review, current no. H. H. T. has for years cherished the
idea of a collection of legal novels for our law library + evidently N.C. shares this opinion.
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9 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Worked on bills – Conference later.
1:30 - 5:30
[C. F. Heiskell]
This afternoon was devoted to cleaning – desk, drawers, +c. so the New Year would find that
part of Library affairs in good condition.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Also desk cleaning, filing pamphlets, book advts., +c. Apropos of recent conversation with
Mr. Wicker about financial status of Tenn. College of Law, E. L. O. suggested that Lebanon's
one year course had something to do with lack of state-wide interest in U. of T. College. He
answered that undoubtedly it was a great drawback – that the situation was peculiar to
Tenn. that other state law colleges did not have to face. The competition for students and the
number of Lebanon graduates in Tenn. bar both had an effect. One of last year's students is
there. His father wanted him to hurry up + get through. He writes that he feels he is wasting
time although he will be able to pass the bar exam – that he gets 100 right along but is
prouder of a C at U. of T. than all his high marks now. Mr. Witham says we have about 60
students this year.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Only 5 in library. None too hot! Mr. Wicker came in + talked of Wigmore's Panorama of the
World's Legal Systems, his Christmas present.
Friday, Dec. 21. 1928
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
The last regular schedule for 1928. Worked on Tenn. repts.
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Nothing doing in Library circles. 3 students came in and asked to have some books left on
the table as they were coming back after dinner and get some work done for January 2nd
1929.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Three students, Fac. + Mr. Hudson who phoned (or tried to) to Main Lib. + Dean McD. for
permission to borrow 2 Atl. vols. Finally located Dean who said yes. Mr. H. will return them
tomorrow if he finishes, otherwise on Thurs. Dec. 27. Lent 2 v. of Truck man came after
about 5 bringing 2 packs of slips, ball of twine (which ELO attended to) and various pubs
which she left over. Phone calls twice for Mr. Morton, last of which said when found tell him
to call Maryville. Made new box for scratch paper. Revised cat. alphabeting to end of E.
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Saturday, Dec. 22. 1928 9 - 12
[H. H. Turner]
Found that Mr. Baker had misunderstood schedule and had thought library would be closed
today so was in the act of giving library a big cleaning. H. H. T. induced him to hang up for
the present. Took care of Advance Sheets. Worked on slips for Tenn. repts. Read a most
interesting article in Dec. Harvard Law Rev. on "The Higher Law" background for Am.
Constitutional law. Rober Warren Kennerly came for a reserved book.
Dec. Thursday 27, 1928
9 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Found Library a bit cold and janitor Mr. Baker had not dusted or cleaned up in here since
the students left. Had him get to work on it. Also found Mr. Kirkman and carpenter here at
work on Moot Court platform so C. F. H. took occasion to speak about the lock that wouldn't
work in door leading from Library to dressing room so that carpenter worked on it. Will
show E. L. O. + H. H. T. how he said to operate it.
Warren Kennerly brought Foundation of Legal Liability back and wanted to take it out again,
so as 'tis a book not often called for and K.B.L. had copy C. F. H. let him take it until Jan. 2. Mr.
Witham looked in. Mr. Miller worked a little while in library.
1:30 - 4:00
E. L. Ogden
Attended to pubs brought from Main Lib. Dec. 21. Sent to Main Lib. 30 N.C. Bar Ass'n Proc.
for cataloging. Mr. Miller nearly whole period. Mr. Seal to borrow two books. E. L. O. took
Library key to have handy tomorrow.
Friday, Dec. 28. 1928
9 - 12
H. H. Turner
Miss Clark, Mr. Miller, Mr. Carter. Truck man came with vols. sent by express to K.B.L.A.
1:30 - 4:00 (really 4:25)
E. L. Ogden
Took new books from display case. Put "Hicks, Material + Methods" in sec. 4 preceding
Dictionaries. Put "Frankfurter Business of the Supreme Ct." on display case next to "Warren
– The Supreme Ct." Put "Williams Federal Practice" and "Wood Public Utilities" in sec. 5 with
their subjects. Started note to Miss Bergen that cards for Hicks, Material + Methods have not
come. E. L. O. gave herself the pleasure of installing the new calendar pad – not that she
wants 1929 to hurry up! Comes too fast as it is! Judge Hicks + Mr. Carter almost whole time.
Mr. Elmore, Frank Fowler short while. Happy New Year to staff!
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Saturday, Dec. 29, 1928 –
9 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
The last Library day of 1928 opened with a few visitors which C.F.H. helped find the subjects
wanted. Thermometer standing at 60º – fortunately it was not so cold or would have acted
on advice given for this event and closed up shop.
Mr. Baker and carpenter came in bringing two small cases from downstairs up to Library.
Said Mr. Kirkman said bring them. C. F. H. read in record to others what E. L. O. wrote on
Dec. 19th as to where they were to be placed. They had no moulding for the top and bottom.
Said Mr. Kirkman gave no orders as to putting them up. They look a mess to C. F. H. way of
seeing but she could not stop the work done otherwise as she had no authority over
workmen.
Wednesday, Jan. 2, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz came but no students and he left. Later several one came in and C. F. H. Asked
the whereforeness of this late arrival and he said “you know classes do not begin today until
9 A.M.” C. F. H. Was truly sorry she did not know this as she would have rushed to get here at
7:50 A.M. Have a new furnace man who had the Library nice and warm when C. F. H. got
here early this A.M. showing if properly looked after there is no reason why this should not
be the case every morning. Judge Jones will not be here today and Mr. Witham reported both
Dean McDermott and Mr. Wicker were sick – flu seems to have them all three. Busy morning
getting Library work started for the year 1929 –
9-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on Tenn. rept. memorials. Conference room used by Messrs. Frazier and Reichling
12.40 - 2.30.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Man (Mr. Parrott?) who was here last year to lecture on West Co. Pubs. reappeared –
lectured at 2: 30. Sent Miss Bergen the pam. “A uniform system on citation” given the Law
Lib. by Mr. Carter for inspection – or cat’g if she wants to. Took money from ink station
which was empty and paid self $1.00 for ink, brought today. Got Skrip [sic] this time. Will fill
station next overlap, which is Tuesday. Have filled desk ink well with same and students can
use that.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Several students came in about 8 P.M.
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Thursday Jan. 3, 1929
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
Library cold – Old janitor back on job – hence the coldness – not 60º. Messrs Morgan +
Kennerly and Miss Turner used Conference room 8:30 – . Students complaining of ink bring
brown black in place of blue black that is usually the ink used in fountain pens – Think
Schaffers or Natemans[?] best for general use –
9-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on Tenn. repts., mem. slips.
1 - 5:30

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Friday, Jan. 4. 1929

8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Conference room sed by Messrs. Blackock Bougham and Ladd 9 –.
9 -1
C. F. Heiskell
Hunted up some Session Laws for Miss Baker. Mr. Andrews of K.B.L.A. using Library during
morning hours.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Miss Williams phoned that new copy of Ballantine has come. Mr. Witham was anxiously
inquiring for it before holidays – perhaps he’d better be notified when it arrives. Mr. F.
Fowler in Bar Lib. most of afternoon – wanted to see book catalogue to find what recent
works had been pub. on insurance. Looked over Insurance pamphlets and put a few near top
of pile which he would ask for later when a certain case is coming up. Messenger to get
books for Judge Hicks said something about having been asked concerning 8 Fed (2 ser.)
charged to Judge Hicks which he thought the Judge did not have. E. L. O. said he’d better
speak to Miss Heiskell about it. Made notes of book reviews in law journals. As to ink, it is
Schaeffer’s, black. As it has to serve double use did not want blue on cat. cards, which
seemed more necessary to consider than use for notebooks.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A big crowd of students and very studious.
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Saturday, Jan 5. 1929.
8 - 10

H. H. Turner

9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Blackstock + Hurd used conference room – A large crowd of students from 10:30 12 –
Mr. Witham posted Exam. Schedule and C. F. H. did a Land office business for the reserves.
Monday, Jan. 7. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Helped freshman solve mystery of finding cases in English repts. Queen’s Bench and
Appeals. Library delightfully warm, and a large crowd of studious freshman. Conference rom
used by Messrs. Blackard and Hurd - 9.15 - 9.30. Mr. Wicker has returned!
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Judge Jones hopes to be able to meet his classes tomorrow. Several students coughing and
sneezing in the roomful of students this afternoon – I hope those are not to be victims of flu.
7 - 9:30
Quite a good crowd of students.

C. F. Heiskell

Tuesday Jan. 8, 1929
8 -1
C. F. Heiskell
Stayed this A.M. and tonight in H. H. T. place as she is under the weather with ‘flue. Much
using of books by students this A.M.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Counted books sent to bindery and retired charge cards for them to drawer where binding
slips are kept. Useful to keep as a record of how long they were away for binding. There
were 37 v. of periodicals + serials, and one vol for rebinding (Thompson’s Shannon’s Code).
Attended to bound vols + adv. Sheets of reporters, notified Messrs Witham + Wicker of
Ballantine’s receipt + posted notice to effect it must be asked for at desk. Also put note in
pocket of book which might be kept where it is now, on shelves near desk. Looked after
notes sent by Miss Bergen +c. Students numerous + restless and wanting rather more help
than is usual afternoons. Mr. Ladd + Mr. Baughman in conf. room – 2 - 4:30.
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7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A roomful of students and like the morning crowd wanted much help and kept C. F. H. busy.
January Wednesday 9, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held his class down stairs in one of the regular recitation rooms. Much better
– The new Fireman had the whole of the Library-room most comfortable.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Back again. Worked on mems. in Tenn. repts.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
First two nos. of Public Utilities letter rec’d. Mr. Witham would like to see each no. before it
is filed. Write editor of Law Lib. notes “enclosing check” (have to wait till I get home to
enclose it and saying we hoped next year’s budget would include it. [)] Mr. Witham saw this
and thought it very good. Students restless, had to squelch Mr. McPherson + make him
change his seat. Was inclined to argue, be innocent, + plead “it wasn’t me” but was stern,
told him would listen to no argument + meant to have quiet at once. Effect good for rest of
P.M. on him + others. Prefer his sulks to his facetiousness + giggles of his companions. Ladd
+ Baughman in conference room 2:30 - on. Mended Williston on Contracts v. 2 Made list of
refs. to juries found in Holdsworth’s history of law and added them to reference card in
catalog. Mr. Beasley wanted them. – others may later on. A Mr. Goodman who came asked to
borrow some reporters seemed not to know how to find corresponding state reports – and
had to be helped. E. L. O. hasn’t often had to do this for a lawyer. [Margin note: Grad of
Lebanon law sch.! H.H.T.] Help given to students about as usual. In helping find case in adv.
sheets U.S. Sup. Ct. (Bar Lib.) Found no. 7 Mar. 1, 1928 missing. Did not look to see if it was
charged. Hope it is.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Glad E. L. O. sat down on Mr. McPherson as C. F. H. has to call him to a point of order more
frequently than any student using Library. As to March advance sheet of U.S. Sup. Ct.
belonging to K.B. L.A. – it was on the shelf when C. F. H. went to look for it after reading E. L.
O. report of not finding it. I expect when it was being looked for some one of the students
had it in use as C. F. H. found a case that was reported in U.S. Reporter in this no. 7 for one of
the second years – “Burley Tobacco Growers Market Ass’n & Liberty Warehouse— ”
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Thursday, Jan. 10. 1929
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Worked on mems. in Tenn. repts.
9 - 12
(1:30 - 5:30)

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
Mostly shifted.

E. L. Ogden

7- 9:30
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs Ladd and Hancock 7.15 - 9.30
9-1
The usual routine.

C. F. Heiskell

Friday, Jan. 11. 1929
8 - 11
Mems. in Tenn. repts.

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Made notes of books reviewed, + checked H.H.T.’s copy of Law Lib. Journal to take Miss
Baker. Spoke to Mr. Witham about cautioning students to be careful in using Bar Lib books +
he said he would post a notice on his Bulletin board. Wrote letter to Justice Sanford and took
it down for Mr. Witham’s stenog. to copy but she did not come. Left it to be copied when she
did and asked for 2 carbons so CFH as well as ELO might keep one. Anyway want C. F. H. to
see the letter before it is sent. Students quiet 00 hardly any questions. Ladd + Baughman
conference room 1:45 - 5:30
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Jan. 12. 1929

8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Mr. Wicker loaned H. H. T. v. 3, of Panorama of the World’s legal systems.
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9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Some of the freshman wanted 27-28 Michigan and when C. F. H. went to look for it it was
missing and up to this present writing has not been located also 175 Mass. Did H.H.T. see
anything of them when she read the shelves this A.M. – Many students taken out for
weekend.
Monday Jan. 14. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Ther. 70 the weather very chilly, this was at 8 a.m. pretty good. Read shelves which wasn’t
done Saturday. Found 175 Mass. back in place but 27-28 Mich. still missing. Many using
library. Posted list of articles in law subjects in current periodicals to be found in Main
library. Mr. Armstrong used the Conference room at 12.20. He reports that the copies of
Mississipi [sic] law journal asked for are exhausted.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Glad 175 Mass. turned up in place. It must have been put back early Monday A.M. for it was
missing along with Michigan 27-28 the last thing Saturday - 12:45 - when C. F. H. closed.
Mended Am. Bar Ass’n Journal that was torn while Mr. Wicker had it. Messrs Ladd and
Baughman used Conference room.
7 - 9:30
[C. F. Heiskell]
Student from U.T. wanting help to find case as to [Sh. Gaooyies ??] – found in 6 Peters, U.S.
Tuesday Jan. 15, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Truck man came this A.M. Michigan Vol. 27-28 is still missing.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Paid University back an hour of the 5½ which were omitted last Tuesday. Will pay it back on
the instalment plan. Put in a great deal of time on mems in Tenn. repts.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Rec’d by mail Mo. Bar Ass’n Rpt. – sent to Main Lib for cataloging + return – Filled ink station
and shifted.
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6.50 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Paid back 10 min. of time owed Univ. + worked on Tenn. repts until students began coming.
Glad to see Mich. 27-28 is back in place. Examined shelves carefully on Monday + it was not
there then. Large crowd. Room nearly full.
Wednesday, Jan. 16, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
No students in Library at opening, so I suppose Mr Steinmetz is going to have class
downstairs. Later Mr. Steinmetz brought his class in to Library – first met with them in
classroom. 9 - 10 Library crowded – Mended books. Mr Hudson came.
8.50 - 1
H. H. Turner
Worked on mems. of in Tenn. repts.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Miscellaneous 00 mostly collection of data to answer letter from law school Mercer Univ
asking what a student lawyer beginning Tenn. Practice would want in the way of books, filed
publishers notices + other odds + ends. Showed off Library News to Messrs Wicker +
Witham, who both think it promising. Sent Miss Baker an advt. of law periodicals index
checked with titles rec’d in Law Library. Discovered Univ Lib. should have four more v. of
Appeals to be up to date! Moot court did not last long. Rather noisy on stairs for a few
moments but otherwise must more quiet + studious than yesterday. Even Morgan +
McPherson kept still! Mr. Houk sent back 129 Mich. Ga [? May be Va.] Messrs Baughman +
Ladd in conference room nearly all afternoon.
7 - 9:30
Students all quiet and studious.

C. F. Heiskell

Thursday Jan. 17, 1929
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
Many students in. Made card for Law Library [Nesrs ?].
8-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on mems. for Tenn. repts. Paid back another hour but if it isn’t necessary, won’t do
it anymore. Messrs Kennerly, Morgan, Elmore used Conference room 11.35 –
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1 - 5:30

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9.30
Only 8 present.

H. H. Turner

Friday, Jan. 18. 1929
8 - 11
Tenn. repts. memorials.

H. H. Turner

9-1

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Sent Miss Northrup the following jury citations which she did not have before and added her
refs. to Law Lib reference card in cat. under “juries.” Amer bar ass’n Jour. Oct. 1928;
Donovan Modern Jury trials; Osborn, The problem of proof; West Pub. Co’s Docket Oct/Nov.
1928; Amer. Judicature Soc. Jour. 9:61-62, (Aug. 1925), 71-73, Oct. 1925. 121-126 (Dec.
1925) 10:94-95 (Oct. 1926), 11:20-28 (Je 1927); 12:53 (Aug.1928).
Found Mr. Witham had rec’d same letter from Mercer Univ. Law School so turned letter +
data collected for him to reply. Discovered in Hicks listed under Tenn. Reports “Tenn Circuit
Court Reports 5 v. 1913.” Mr. Johns Hudson came in + I asked about them. Said he thought it
a mistake. Had never heard of them. Said Smithson was a good book for a young lawyer –
better than Campbell’s forms though that was good too. Put back in place on shelves all
material that was listed for debate on jury. We can get it out when called for. All refs are
listed + starred on colored cards in cat. under “juries.” Mr. Myers canceled reservation in 1
Fletcher Cyc. Corp. — finished this P.M. Mr. Ladd + Baughman in Conference Room 2 – .
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Jan. 19. 1929

8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Busy morning, helping with reserves +c.
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9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Every table in use and a crowd wanting reserves. Found Pound on Public Utilities 1925 Ed.
Missing also Tiffany on Domestic relation – these both being in students texts section. Asked
both Mr. Witham and Wicker about them and neither had them. Later – After Miss Turner
had looked on all the tables and C. F. H. had asked students in R. R. if anyone was using the
1925 Ed. of Pound on P.U’s one student brought it to desk claiming he did not hear it being
asked for – poor excuse. Also Tiffany came back after it also had been looked for.
Monday, Jan. 21. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Messrs Haas, Visser, Hurd, Johnson used conference room - 8.20 – 11 –
Mr. Wicker presented library with 2 lead pencils. Miss Baker called up to ask H.H. T. to look
up records of Oct. 1927 as there was a charge for cleaning and moving books turned in Oct.
13, with no name given and she wanted to know if E. L. O. had any record on or before that
date, as Miss B. wished to report it to Treasurer. H. H. T. went thru’ daily record book but
could find no such record.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
A most quiet and studious lost of students, mostly the seniors
Truck man came.

– Exams are upon them.

7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Up to 8:15 only had one student in.
Tuesday, Jan. 22, 1929.
8 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Worked on mems. in Tenn. repts. Took care of advance sheets of Reporters.
2-5

C. F. Heiskell
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Went over Record Books Oct. 1927 + some succeeding months and corroborated H.H. T’s
findings of Monday Jan. 21 – Will take that and an earlier book home with me to night and
examine more throughly. Dr. Hodges to visit. Two young men talk about use conference rom
for debate material. They talked to ELP + C. F. H. – said it would be wanted for about 2
months in their free time – afternoon or evening. ELO said not Tues P.M. or Wed. Before 4
because in case it is wanted for Moot Court preparation it should be free. They said a
meeting would be held tomorrow and they would let us know what time they most of them
would want it and report to us – after which a decision could be made. Shifted – about 2 hrs.
C. F. H. + ELO finding debate material is going to be asked for a good deal left it (all but
current periods.) on [. . . .]
7 - 9.30
Mr Miller used conf. room

H. H. Turner

Wednesday Jan. 23, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Not having many in Library C. F. Heiskell took an hour to look up the case referred to by
Hodges – So far the only reference found was in “Lives of Lord Chancellors” v. 5, p. 93. Also
found that the date 1693-1694 corresponded to the reign to William and Mary – When H. H.
T. came on duty she also helped. Found an article in St. John’s Law Review on “Should the
Jury System Pass” marked place and put with material.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Look up account of trial of Lord Mohun [?] in Lives of Lord Chancellors v. 5. Worked on
mems. in Tenn. reports. Need more spoilt cards for them. Messrs. Carter, Chitwood, +
Morton used conference room at 12.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Attended to cat cds. – did not quite finish. C. Magan in conference room 2 - 5:20. Only 5 or 6
students in all. N. B. Morrell + 2 jury debaters beside, F. Fowler in Bar side. – Said maybe
he’d give Law Lib his index to Harv. Law R v. 36-40.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Myres [sic] left for Nashville this evening to take the State Bar Exam on Thursday and
Friday. The key to Conference room could not be found when some of the students wanted
to use room – it was here this A.M. in the drawer where it is kept.
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Thursday, Jan. 24. 1929
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Key of Conference room was in drawer at 12 yesterday as Mr. Carter Morton had turned it
in. Made enquiries this a.m. unsuccessfully. Tried to find more reference in Mohun case for
Dr. Hodges. Worked on Mems. Tenn. repts. Conf. Room used by Messrs Johnson, Carson,
Hancock, + 1.
9 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
1:30 - 5:30
Looked up more Jury matter for debaters. Made list of bound volumes and periodicals to be
used in preparing “Jury debates,” in lower left-hand drawer. Mr. Miller in conference room.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Finished cards. Shifted. McLaren[?] + 5 others in Conference room 1:45 - 4(?)
7 - 9.30
Only one visitor, Mr. Robinson

H. H. Turner

Friday, Jan 25. 1929
8 - 11
Tenn. rept memorials

H. H. Turner

9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Library very quiet with Senior class using it.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Made some fresh numbers for stacks and corrected inventory lists in accordance with
shifting finished yesterday. Judge Hicks in Bar side; 4 student debaters used conference
room 3 - 4:15. Looked over pubs. after they left and found all unharmed – some pencil
marks noted on lists. A student - not law - asking Wheaton’s digest and Story’s Conflict of
laws really wanted 4 Wheaton. Query – Is she making up lost work or are they beginning all
over again? Changed Harper’s Latin Dic. to Sec. 5 as approved by staff at conference
yesterday. All circuit ct reports + Claims reports are not to-gether in case 6; changed Federal
reports to follow U.S. and come before state material instead of after sets. Allowance for 2
years growth + a space left for Statutes at Large which we have asked for, + some periodicals
we want to order when funds are available. Truck man came.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
No one in until 8 P.M. – then quite a number.
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Saturday, Jan. 26. 1929
8 - 10

H. H. Turner

9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Dr. Hodges came this A.M. and H.H.T. and C.F.H. showed him all they were able to find on the
English case he was interested in. Looked for ink to fill desk ink-well but found none.
Monday, Jan. 28. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Mr. Farrar, faculty adviser of debaters came to inquiore about arrangement and asked to
have notices posted on door fo Conference room in reagrds to hours in afternoon and
evening when it woud be available for their use. Made stack labels for alcoves. Conference
room used by Messrs Morgan + Frazier, + Elmore 10 -11 – Reichling, Frazier, + Miss
Corkland 12 1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Miss Laura Luttrell of Lawson McGhee Library paid a visit to Law Library, wanted to see Bar
Association of Tennessee Proceedings for 1925-26, 27 – Two debaters, or prospect
debaters, used Conference-room.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1929

8 - 12
2-5

C. F. Heiskell

10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Finished stacks labels. Worked on Tenn. mems.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Debaters to use conference room 2 - 5:30. Started to revise “Guide to Library” to fit recent
changes, but stopped to watch Messrs. McPherson, Robert Kennerly and Crosby – who were
perfectly quiet but making signals with their fingers – across the room. So worked on
changing book no. on Amer. + Engl. Encyclopedia. Finally quieted down. Remonstrated McP.
for falling (it was almost reclining) + after that he straightened up and behaved better + the
rest with him. Seems a weary day! Six tilting chairs, at one time or another.
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7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Wednesday Jan 30, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Library very quiet – had second year men using it this A.M.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on mems. in Tenn. repts. Call from Mr. Horton, Lebanon alumnus. At Mr. Witham
requested that when possible members of law library staff would inform him when any
student signed up for hours when he was not in the library.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Cards. + marking books finished. Extremely quiet + studious. Debaters in conference room
about 3(?) to close. Mr. Ambrose reported “we” had moved recently and book he borrowed
was mislaid but hoped to find it soon. Wrote note to Mr. Witham suggesting Miss Baker be
asked to let the Law Lib. have The Green bog[?] – 10 v. now in Main Lib.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
In reference to E. L. O. question as to afternoon mail and Mr. Baker’s delivery of same – We
get very little mail in afternoon. Have always thought Mr. B. brought it up but possibly he
does bring on us [??] – will ask him about it —
Thursday Jan. 31, 1929
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Baker had dropped back to old habit, only about 60º. Some inquiring for a pamphlet on
Zoning Laws – left, so they said, by Dean McDermott on Library desk. This has never
reached desk during C. F. H. administration of same. C. F. H. looked thru all pamp. both in R.
R. and office (may not have looked as carefully as she might have on account of other calls
waiting). When H. H. T. came on duty enquired of her and H. H. T. Said she had had the same
request but could not find it. [Margin note by H.H. T.: Mr. Chambers who didn’t say what
class had been assigned it.] Does E. L. O. know anything of such a pamphlet?
9-1
[H. H. Turner]
Worked on mems. in Tenn. repts. Dean states that he left pamphlet on Zoning system in
library 2 years ago with Miss Ogden, and was now referring students to it.
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1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Miss Baker came and paid Library a visit. Looked at small shelves and said she would see
about the staining of them. C. F. H. Showed her the letter she had received from Judge
Sandford [sic] also letter written by E. L. O. In regard to these volumes. Truck man came.
Debaters in Conference room.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Took charge of advance sheets. Debater in Conference room 7.30 - 9.30. Expressed grateful
appreciation of room, and arrangement of reference books and periodicals. A very nice
young man! Only 5 used law library.
Friday, Feb. 1. 1929
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs. Robt Kennerly, Morgan, McPherson, 10 – . Worked on
Mems. in Tenn. repts.
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
A large attendance in Library of first, second and third year students. Quiet and studious
very.
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1 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden}
Saw Miss Baker Thurs. – She asked for report of cash on hand. Said Main Lib. now had ink
and would send some – so we might send what money we had on hand. Therefore, sent fine
money, $3.65 (leaving 50¢ in change); also ink money $2.70 (leaving 54¢ in change) also 41¢
waste paper money, on hand since Sep. 18. That is I packed it up to take to Main Lib.
tomorrow when I go. Also got a memo. ready for Mr. Witham to OK asking if part of the
money could be used to complete Jour. Amer. Judicature Soc. 29 nos @ 10¢ + postage. By
time memo was ready Mr. W. was gone so slipped it under his door for him to send, instead
of taking it. Apropos of the pam. on zoning – As I recall it, it was left with the Lib. staff two
successive years by Dean McD. and returned to him after using. Also thought I remembered
that it was either a number of a periodical we do not have or a reprint from one. He did not
remember author or exact title and said it was separate – not a periodical no. I thought I
might be able to recognize title if I saw it so searched through the Indiana law Rev. number
by number where it lists important periodical articles in other journals. Found many articles
on subject but thought (and Dean McDermott corroborated it) Constitutionality of the
zoning law by Newman D. Baker must be the paper wanted. – pub. in Ill. Law Rev. Nov. 1925
which we do not have. Searched for a possible reprint in some other journal but did not find
one. Dean McD. will look among his things. Looked under “Constitutional law” so well as
zoning in pam. file. After Armstrong, Freas + others came out of conference room noticed
smell of tobacco smoke. Same group went in later + one claimed to have noticed it when he
went in. Told them best for their protection to report such occurrence when they go in
hereafter. Also talked to Mr. Freas about leaving a book in there on a shelf so he could have
it when he went back in. He was very nice about it and saw such practice would not do.
Asked Miss Williams to send ink. Dean McD says he told his office to bring back 243 Mass +
1 Williston on Sales long ago. Will look them up.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Feb. 2. 1929

8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Apropos of E. L. O. recollection of the “Zoning” pamphlet, Dean McDermott told H. H. T. that
he had left it with Miss Ogden. H. H. T. remembers that it was a sep. pamphlet but probably
Dean took it away.
9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Only one student using Library all morning. Not being on Law College Library Staff at time of
Dean McDermott’s leaving Zoning pamphlet C. F. H. knows nothing of the incident.
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Monday Feb. 4, 1929
8-1

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Baughman and Ladd Conference room 1:30 – . Truckman came.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday Feb. 5, 1929

8 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

11 - 1
H. H. Turner
Worked on mems. in Tenn. repts.
2-5

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Got pictures rearranged – two over low stacks. Got down the Reporter + Amer law register
vols given by Justice Sanford. Had note Sat. from Miss Baker saying the Green Bog, 10 v.
would be transferred to Law Lib. as we had asked also consenting to buy nos. needed to
complete Jour. Amer. Judicature Soc. as we had requested. Did some mending on Reporter
vols.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Wednesday February 6, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz did not use Library this A.M. Roomful of quiet and studious students.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on mems. in Tenn. repts.
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Mended vols given by Justice Sanford.
The Reporter, v. 15-17, 19, 20.
Amer. Law Register v. 23-25, 27-29
Also U.S. Stat. at Large v. 34 pt. 2, from Harry Price, not found where other vols were cat’d in
Nov. and wrote Miss Bergen notes about them. Very quiet - rather a subdued air - average or
perhaps more than average students.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, Feb. 7. 1929

8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Crowds used library. Worked on Mems. Tenn. repts. Read “Justice + legal development” and
“Great origins in law” “legal codification” “Origin Court of Appeals” in “Thirteenth Century,
greatest of centuries,” Walsh.
9 -12
C. F. Heiskell
Attended to books – Truckman came brought the Iowa Law Review Index.
1:30 - 5:30

C. F. Heiskell

11 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Put Beveridge’s Marshall in box to go to Main Lib. Conference – Nothing to confer so HHT
and E. L. O. examined some of Mr. Wire’s data. After HHT left E. L. O. looked up some more
and made notes see HHT’s section of organiser. Did some dusting – also copied some of
revived Guide to Library, Missed Jour. Amer. Judicature Soc. v. 10 no. 3 from Conference
room.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner.
Friday, Feb. 8 1929

8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Call from Miss Luttrell (City library) to look up material in Tenn. law rev. Worked on
“mems.”
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Baughman and Ladd in Conference room 12N - 2 PM.
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Posted 2d term schedules with changes marked. Spoke to Mr. Beasley about the missing
debate material. He will bring up question tonight at a meeting. Forgot to state yesterday
that Judge Quinn came + wanted to be shown all around the library – asking about special
things he was interested in and staying quite a while. Made records of pamphlets + attended
to cards to date.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, Feb. 9, 1929

8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Read shelves. Miss Baker told H. H. T. that she wanted some work to send Mr. Wire right
away soon; to omit all references not required, (such as district attorneys, reporters +c).
And make lists exactly like samples sent (from Mass., Vt., Conn. repts.) That she would
attend to the work and go over material very soon. Meantime, not to add a single word
which differs from printed form – Such as full names +c.
9 -12:30

C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Feb. 11. 1929

8-1
H. H. Turner
When the library wasn’t being much used ventured to do a little work on Tenn. repts.
Crowds using library but only one calling down. Mr. Key, alumnus, used Nat’l reporters.
1 - 5:30

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday, February 12, 1929

8-1
Truckman came.

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Rpt. Amer. Bar. Ass’n 1928 just rec’d. Contained jury material (Mr. Myers thought useful) so
added it to debater’s collection. Also it contains a new canon of ethics with sections added
1928. Mr. Witham says he will write for a supply of pamphlet (canons) and will give Lib.
one. Mended 1 Williston Contracts. Copied some pages of inventory lists.
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7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Wednesday, Feb. 13, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held his class down stairs this A.M.
12 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Put Moore on Facts v. 1 in Jury trial room. Two debaters for about an hour. Finished changes
on inventory lists + card location marks to correspond to recent shifts. Shifted “Trials +
Impeachments” from Lib. Office to Sec. 1. Phoned Miss Baker about to-morrow – am not to
go to “farm” but come to Law Lib. She asked could we manage the time. I said yes, this week.
What about Monday. She said she would get someone else to take my place at Main Lib.
Monday if I should be needed at “Law Lib.” She had heard from HHT to same effect as CFH’s
report this A.M. but thought she would call up the doctor. Said at Main Lib. some were doing
overtime because others were sick. For E. L. O. + C. F. H. to keep count of overtime now and
take its equivalent later out of over-lap periods. Miss B mentioned C. F. H’s having all the
evening work. ELO argued it seems hard on her that way.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Thursday Feb. 14, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Not many students in after 10:30 – Someone over at Jefferson Hall and classes are excused.
Judge Jones did not meet his class this A.M. Asked C. F. H. to say he would not be at Law
College the rest of the week. Return of flu.
12 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Truck man. Copied some more of revised “guide.”
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Friday, February 15, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
A number of students in Library, so between the phone and them C. F. H. was kept busy all
morning.
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12 - 1:30
E. L. Ogden
Attended to cards, including information asked by Miss Bergen. Put note on Mr. Chambers
register asking him to take away his property on library window sill. Had asked him to some
days ago. Blew up again to Mr. Witham about the mail when Mr. Beasley brought up several
pieces and said some more was down there on the newell [sic] post. Fewer students than
usual and all quiet.
7 : 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday February 16, 1929

8 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Baker laid down on job of firing only sixty when Library was opened. Very few students
only 3rd year men. Read shelves but did not find Inventory List No 2, but knowing shelves so
well read without it. Who knows where it is?
Monday, Feb 18. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Returned to duty after being knocked up by auto. last Monday p.m.
1 - 5:30

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday February 19, 1929

8 - 12
“A full house” – Truck man came.

C. F. Heiskell

10 -1
H. H. Turner
Stamped advance sheets but couldn’t mark nos. in inventory so left them in basket.
Conference room used by Messrs Ladd + Baughman 12.30 –
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Missed a pam. from debating collection so thought it had would be best to make a card for
each one unbound no and keep them at desk to be signed for. Four debaters in conference
rom 2 (about) to 4. Phoned Miss Baker about time H. H. T. thought she was to make up for
ELO’s overtime. Miss Baker said E. L. O. + CFH were to take time off during overlap times
equal to amount of extra time used last week but HHT would not make up anything – none
of other libr. assistants had made up for time sick. Brought a box of clips + supply of book
mending cloth from Main Lib.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Wednesday February 20, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz class used Library this A.M. Quite a uproar among them but as it was Mr. S.
class C. F. H. did not think it was up to her to call them down.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
An hour late from physical disability.
1 - 5:30
E L Ogden.
Finished revision of Guide to Library. Mr. Baker brought up afternoon mail.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A miserable night to have to be out. Did not find key to door or Conference room in drawer.
Thursday February 21, 1929
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
Fixed cards in Jones on Mortgages – Also found key to Conference room had been left in
dressing-room.
11 - 1
Same as yesterday.

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
One debate student – took his name and box no. When C. F. H. gave him the pamphlet she
found that the Ga. Law Review the sample copy was missing – this is the first time C. F. H.
has handled these since E. L. O. brought them to desk and said all were there except the one
that disappeared of Am. Judica. Society, v. 10 No 3 –
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7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Very few – but very studious visitors
Friday Feb. 22. 1929
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Mr. Baker slept at the switch. Ther. only 62º at opening time. Probably thought it ought to
have been a holiday. Worked a little on Tenn. mem. but can’t do much until Miss Baker takes
up matter later. Left a little early. Will try to be more energetic after this week.
9 -1
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Brown in Conference room - 12 –
Dean McDermott returned borrowed books – also gave “Martindale’s Directory 1928" to
Law Library.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Noted book review in periodicals. Univ. Student from main lib cam came to find “state
constitutions” – especially compared for their defects. Pored over Cooley’s Constitutional
limitations, which was best I could do for him + while E. L. O. Looked up general indexes of
various periodicals forother material he kept bringing Cooley to ask “what he meant by this”
+ similar questions till E. L. O. Told him he would have to aply to faculty if he wanted
information of that sort. Then he camped down by Mr. Woodlee who is apparently on the
same debate. After a little, reminded him that is was most closing time and we could not
have long continued conversations here. Very apologetic. All this related because he may
come back, though he did not say so. Young man from Dean McDermott’s office used 1928
Martindale. Will keep it on truck till Miss Bergen sends down its accession no. so it can be
marked + shelved. Truck man came.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday Feb. 23, 1929

8 - 10
Read shelves.

[H. H. Turner]

9 - 12:30

C. F. Heiskell
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[On wrong date]
Apr. 1
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Truckman came. Worked on index and books brought by Truck. Three included Sen + House
Journals Tenn. 1927. No word from Main about these and Law Lib never has had set before
but Mr. Witham says we need them to help in the interpretation of statutes.
Monday, Feb. 25. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Girl came from Mr. Alred’s office to investigate rating of lawyers in Tenn. for 1928,
(Martindale) also no. of lawyers in 1908 (Martindale).
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Gave some assistance to the young woman that sent to copy rating and no. of Lawyers in
Tennessee. U.T. student wanting a short history of U.S. Sup. Ct. C. F. H. gave Caruther’s
History of a Lawsuit. Also Taylor - on U.S. Sup. Ct. and its Jurisdiction. Said these were what
he wanted.
7 : 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday February 26, 1929

8 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

10 -1

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Finished going over periodicals for book review – Messrs Ladd + Baughman in conference
room 1:35 - 2:20.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Wednesday, February 27, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz did not have his Bibliography class in Library this A.M. much to C. F. H.
delight.
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9-1
H. H. Turner
Dr. Allbright + Mr. Morrell had a conference in library.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Worked on U.T. Mag Hist. ed index, mended.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A fine evening for ducks but notwithstanding this there was quite a crowd of evening
Library users.
Thursday, Feb. 28. 1929
8 - 12
H.H. Turner
Looked up + read to him over phone, a citation, from case rept stated in 292 S.W. + reported
in 126 Ark. asked for by Mayer [sic] Fowler. Never having served in this capacity before, was
much interested. Read interesting article in Philippine Law journal, v 111, 2. Conf. Room
used by Messrs Turner + Cortland 10.15 – .
11 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Conference – nothing to note. worked on index U.T. Mag. hist. ed. - part of C., D, part of E.
1:30 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Came five minutes earlier to make up time for Lenten services. Mended books.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Came 5 minutes earlier to make up time at noon.
Friday, March 1. 1929
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Found one of the chairs had lost a lower bar.
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Came earlier this A.M. again to make up some of the time I may take later for Lenten
Services. Mr Cox of Teudan[??] College at Johnson City came in Library bring two of his
debaters with him. He wanted Am. Bar Ass’n Rept – used Conference-room. Truckman came.
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Found chair fortunately was no broken but screws loose and pulled apart – slipped bar in
place but it will have to be glued and the screws that hold the legs tightened. Will try to get
Mr. Baker to do it Tuesday. He did not see him come in to-day + I did not hunt him up. Books
rec’d were v. 1- 10 of “Green bog,” which used to be in Law Lib, but have been in Main for
some yrs. Finished E + began F in index, mended some, filed cds – not as many students as
usual.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, March 2, 1929

8 - 10

H. H. Turner

8 - 12:30

C. F. Heiskell
Monday, Feb. Mar. 4. 1929

8-1
H. H. Turner
Came at 7;50, as I may want a few extra minutes sometime! A man (sent by Mr. John
Hudson) came to see about repairing vols. of K.B.L.A. and made a list of those which needed
it. Said he would come back + see Miss Heiskell. He has a process of oiling +c. Complimented
Miss Heiskell’s work on books very highly, asking who did it and saying he had seldom seen
such a good piece of work, right material only being lacking. Mr. Ladd, freshman, wanted to
take Cal. law rev. to his room to write case notes. Told him had no authority to allow it to be
taken out. Large, studious crowd using library.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Certainly amazed to see from H. H. T. Notes that my talk to Directors in reference to their
books and my having all the mending to do of same has (possibly) brought forth some fruit. I
also thank H. H. T. for “them kind words” she repeated the gentleman as saying. A studious
lot of students in Library this afternoon.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
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Tuesday March 5 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Helped students with Exchequer Repts. Some K.B.L. Ass’n members in using Library.
10 - 1

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Filed book advts. + pamphlets. Looked up data for Miss Bergen. Mended. On Sat asked Miss
Baker about chairs. Met Mr. Baker on way out Friday and asked if he couldn’t tighten screws
in this. He said no, Mr. Kirkman would have to attend to it. Miss Baker says this is so. Mr. B.
said all our chairs would have to be fixed which seems exaggerated to E. L. O. – will examine
chairs + tables (sometime when room is vacant or nearly so) for shaky legs and report to
Miss Baker. Brought new no of Law Lib. Journal + took it to Mr. Witham to look over. *(Later
it transpired Mr. Baker had class room chairs in mind)
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs Ely + Wimberly 8 – .
Wednesday March 6, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Glad to say Mr S. did not have class in Library this A.M. A large number of students all
morning.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Telephoned Miss Baker in regard to students taking out periodicals. She said to abide by
printed rules contained in little book relating to University, subject to modifications agreed
on as relating to conditions in law library; that only faculty can take out unbound nos. and
they, only during hours library is closed; the only exception in regard to students is: when
members of Law rev. staff wish to use periodicals which have been given in exchange, out of
consideration to convenience of others, to use in building where they can easily be recalled
if necessary. If this ruling should in future work a hardship, the situation could then be
discussed; and that H. H. T. should record this in book.
This is verbatim !!
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Mended. Got Dean Massey’s office to call up Mr. Wood (debater) and ask him to return
debating material – as they said he had an old phone. Asked Mr. Witham later if he had
addresses + phone nos of law students. He said no – only addresses as far as known at time
of registration. So we shall have to depend on Dean Massey’s office for such information if
needed.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Found the windows had been left open when C. F. H. came on duty this evening – please
whoever is the last here at 5:30 see that they are closed it makes the Library cold for those
who come in for night duty.
Thursday March 7, 1929
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
Every table is in use this A.M. – all studious and quiet.
9-1

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Many students in, all quiet and orderly. Mended most of afternoon – used some of E. L. O’s
white cloth which will replace.
7 - 9.30
[H. H. Turner]
Came a little early as heretofore mentioned (p. 197) [entry for Monday, March 4]
Friday, March 8, 1929
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Read “Canons of professional ethics also of judicial ethics” +c Am. Bar Ass’n.
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9:30
Mended while H. H. T. was attending desk. Dean McDermott called up and asked C. F. H. to
find source a certain section in and heading in Uniform Laws and read it to him over phone.
This C. F. H. did. One visitor from town Mr Lawrence of the firm Lawrence and Lawrence.
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1 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden]
Put a binder on the new Canon of Ethics and put old one in pamphlet file. Am sending the
reports of the R. I. Judicial Council to Main Lib for disposal. Asked Mr. Wicker’s advice about
filing them here + he did not think they would be used. Am sending Main Lib a note calling
attention to jury material in them. Man called to look at books again needing mending.
Wanted to know what kind of paste we used, what kind of cloth, how much they cost. Said
his material for oiling was a certain formula neat’s foot oil, linseed (I think) and petrolatum.
The first two sink in and the last coats surface, then back is varnished. Said it takes about 60
hours to dry after treating. Said Bar Lib. Ass’n was conferring with Univ. Lib to share cost +
he had hoped to have an answer here. Said he could fix them up for 5¢ a volume (Wonder
what he pays his assistant for her time?) and make them “look like a million dollars.” Hoped
to be allowed to work Sat. Afternoons + Sundays. Mopst of his questions as to cost of
materials + Sat + Sunday work couldn’t answer. Said fabrikoid (that the way to spell it?) Is
better to use than cloth. Also had a visit from Lib Bur. men to look at disabled chair. Two
men examined them here + then through the room. Also tables – said they could tighten
everything up in about an hour and not be very disturbing. Would come some afternoon
next week. Rec’d a pam Said we had two kinds of chairs – the ones like the old ones that
gave way not so good. At first said must be imitations – then said probably Library Bur.
chairs but old style not so good as they make now. Pam. rec’d on Mexican federal zoning
enclosed letter that it was sent on approval. Showed it to Mr. Witham who said he would
attend to it. Next, Mr. Morris + Mr. Kirkman who went over nearly all chairs + tables as the
other men had done. Did not find pam. descriptive of Amer. Digest + Nat’l Reporter systems
– nor “Descriptive word index for 3d Decennial (pam). Sent note to Miss Williams to ask
West Pub. Co. to send tables to paste in bound vols. of Reporters telling her of last rec’d –
[7 - 9:30]
[C. F. Heiskell]
Found two windows open when C. F. H. came this P.M.
Saturday, March 9, 1929
8 - 10
Read shelves.

H. H. Turner

9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Miss Baker gave Mr. Atkins[?] of U.T. Farms[?] permission to take our Martindale 1928 over
Sunday is to have it back at 8 A.M. Monday – C.F. H. had to untie and take it out of books put
up to send to Main Lib. So C.F. H. will ask H. H. T. to tie it up again with the Vol. of “Nat.
Conf. of Com.” (Handbook) left string on top of books.
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Monday, March 11. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs Baughman + Ladd 8.15 - 9.20
Room full nearly all the a.m. Mr. John Hudson brought up so many K.B.L.A. vols. that he had
to make 3 trips. Insisted on stamping off himself but allowed H. H. T. to put away. Reminded
him that he still has several Flas which he seems loth to part with.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
An unusually large crowd of students and many books need especially from stack-room
shelves.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A nice crowd of students this P.M.
Tuesday March 12, 1929
8 - 12, 2 -5
C. F. Heiskell
The work of repairing the K.B.L. Ass’n book began this A.M. Mr. Wicker brought back “The
Am. Law School Rev.” but C. F. H. failed to find any record of its being charged.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
While in Main library yesterday Miss Baker intimated that she might call on H. H.T. for
overlapping time to be used in Main library during Miss Hanson’s absence, to relieve those
who can go on with her work. Will decide this later.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Truck man came. Worked on U.T. Mag. Historical ed. index.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Took care of advance sheets Nat’l reporters.
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Wednesday March 13, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Checked up pamphlet vols. of Am. Judicial Society Journal ordered by U.T. Found in checking
up that Nos. 4-5 of Vol. 2 were missing and as these two no. had not been put on note sent
over by Main Lib. of other nos. to be sent. Called up Miss Williams and asked her about it.
She said that she would look on list furnished her from Law Library and see if these were
listed on it for ordering.
9-1

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Glad to see the “Manual” of Amer. digest back on shelves. Mr. Hudson in, looked at repairers’
work; Mr. Witham thought Law Lib. Jour. article on La. civil law system might be worth
showing to students, so put it on view. Worked on U.T. index - finished preliminary revision
through R.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Mr J. E. Ford[?] an old student worked in Library this evening.
Thursday, March 14. 1929
8 - 12

H. H. Turner

11 - 5:30
E L Ogden
Conference. ELO’s report of last staff meeting – discussion of Tenn. Lib. Ass’n + Amer Lib.
Ass’n meetings. Cards, pamphlets + file worked on index – through S.
9 - 12, 1:30 - 5:30

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Friday March 15. 1929

8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Conf. room used by Mr. Reichling 9.10 – .
9-1

C. F. Heiskell
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden.
Man from Mr. Kirkman’s office to see about chairs. Said he was to leave tables for Lib.
Bureau people to see to. He only looked at chairs, saying there pretty good, those in class
rooms “dropping to pieces.” Probably that’s what Mr. Baker meant when he said “all”
needed attention. Then came Library Bureau people (two men) a little later but found the
wrench they brought was too small. Left, saying they would come some afternoon next week
and would take the chair that needed glue to the factory to see to. So E. L. O. looked at tables
chairs in R. R. Lib. Office, + Conference room + picked out + labeled 4 where “rounds”
(squares?) turn in their sockets. Think I missed none – had to skip those occupied + go back
to them later. Finished preliminary review of index through W (nearly). Mr. Wicker
borrowed paste.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, March 16, 1929

8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Truck man left advance sheets on second floor, newel post, instead of bringing them up to
library.
9 - 12:30

C. F. Heiskell
Monday , March 18. 1929

8-1
H. H. Turner
Large crowd as usual on Monday morning. A student from Hiawasee College came to look up
debating material on Jury system, for a friend. Mr. J. Hudson, K.B.L.A. brought back another
collection of books he was returning.
1 - 5:30

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday March 19, 1929

8 - 12

C. F. Heiskell
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10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs Ladd + Baughman 12.30 — .
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Worked on index to Hist. ed U.T. Mag. Picked out more chairs with loose rounds, 11 in all.
Could not phone Lib. Bureau about them because their new phone is taken out.
7 - 9:30

H. H. Turner

2 - 5:30 P.M.
C. F. Heiskell
Stayed until 5:30 this afternoon making up some times when late. Took charge of desk and
reading room this P.M.
Wednesday, March 20, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz did not meet his 8 o’clock class so the Library was filled with freshmen as well
as seniors this A.M.
9-1

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden]
As calls for Bigelow on Real Property will continue (it is cited in text-books now used) have
transferred it from Lib. Office to RR - 5 marking cards + lists to correspond. As Miss Williams
thinks the publishers can’t supply missing nos. of Jour. Amer. Judicature Soc., have put nos.
of v. 1-6 in boxes on shelves with bd vols. and the indexes in desk drawer. Miss Baker
phoned this A.M. saying she will tell Mr. Riley no more restoration of vols can be paid for
now, but if he will call next time he is town she may have some Univ. Books treated. E. L. O.
told her treatment was desirable for some books but not urgent. E. L. O. lent a Bar Lib. man
an advance sheet U.S. Supreme Ct. – Was that allowable? He wanted to use it today in court +
brought it back before closing time. Truck man.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Thursday March 21, 1929

8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
A large number of students using Library this A.M.
9-1

H. H. Turner
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1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
A roomful of students and many stack rom books used – some were not dry and will have to
be gone over – wish it were so they could not be handled until they had stood longer.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Came early to pay back some time.
Friday, March 22. 1929
8 - 11

H. H. Turner

9-1

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
With Mr. Witham’s sanction – posted notice that students are not to use state reports for
cases that can be found in Reporters or in Trinity set – + for this can use sets in Conference
room. Maybe this will give books a chance to dry – sorry I did not attend to it before. Several
asked how to find N.Y. Supplement citations for cases where N. Y. Sup. Ct., Appeals Div.
citations were given. Did not occur to them to use N.Y. Sup. Blue book. Showed them also
that by looking up title of case in Amer. digest tables could get all citations for any case. They
did had not remembered that either. Worked on index – finished illustrations + checked
some other queries.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, March 23, 1929

8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Read shelves in law library + office. Couldn’t do same in stacks as vols. are still drying and
many out of place. 173 S.W. missing. Mr. Reichling used Conference room 9.10 - 9.30. Stayed
20 min. over time to make up that amt. due this past week when left early.
9 - 1:30

C. F. Heiskell
Monday, March 25. 1929

8-1
H. H. Turner
Mr. Charles Miller, alumnus, called as he was passing thru’ town. (E. L. O. will remember
him! He had hoped to see her while here.)
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1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Witham said he would be away from Law College tomorrow, (Tuesday) and Wednesday
and if anyone called to tell them he was away for two days. Truckman came.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday March 26, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Witham came in this A.M. to say he would be here to-day and meet his classes as usual.
Later he (Mr. W.) called up to say he would not be here this afternoon nor Wednesday and
Thursday.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
173 S.W. still missing. Have spoken to Dean, Mr. Wicker + Mr. Witham about it.
2-5

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Began to straighten work books after the mending. As noted on Mar. 8, this was done to all
sheep bound books in K.B.L.A. library – was said to dry in 60 hrs at most but mending +
oiling was begun on Thurs. or Fri. – Mar. 14 or 15 and some of vols. first treated are still
oily to touch. Found 173 SW on shelf alongside of 153.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Wednesday March 27, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr Steinmetz had class in class-room downstairs.
9-1

H. H. Turner
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Attended to cards brought Monday + marked U.S. Circuit ct. reports. Truck man possibly
came today? [Margin note: no, he didn’t H. H. T.] A note giving list of names to add to
register of boxes was brought by Mr. Beasley who said he got it from Mr. Wicker. But how?
Truck Armstrong, Carter et man did not come up here + the note was not sent through mail.
Messrs Armstrong, Carter et al, in Conference room 2:30 – . Phoned Miss Baker telling what
C. F. H. and E. L. O. had suggested as next week’s schedule + asked about Monday P.M. She
said E. L. O. will come to Tenn. Hall instead of Main Lib. 1 - 5:30 So can come at 12:30 as
arranged for rest of week. E. L. O. is to come Tues. P.M. evening, Miss B. wants some of the
Main Lib. people to learn their way about in Law Lib. + may ask some one to come some
evening to be shown around. As schedule now arranged H. H. T. need not come Mon. – Why
not go to Montvale Sat. P.M.?Asked to have Martindale’s returned without cataloging if it can
not be done soon.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, March 28. 1929.

8-1
H. H. Turner
Hours changed as E. L. O. goes to Farm this week instead of next.
9 - 11, 1 - 5:30

Catherine Heiskell

7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Friday, March 29. 1929

8 - 11

H. H. Turner

9-1

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Only a few in RR the early part of the PM so shifted some more KBLA books, experimented
some with different ways of stitching on labels to see if they could be made to stay +
mended. Miss Williams phoned that West Pub. Co. report they are not printing the “end
tables” any more – the information is to be gotten from the Blue Book.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
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Saturday March 30. 1929
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Mr. Ladd + Haas used Conf. room
9 - 12:30

C. F. Heiskell
Monday April 1, 1929

8 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
A busy morning – H. H. T. leaves for week’s rest and C. F. H. opens the Library in her stead.
12:30 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden]
Worked on index. Truck man came – attended to books +c brought. Very few s Sent book
statistics report for Mar. to Miss Baker and finished up the year’s circulation statistics to
hold till called for.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday April 2, 1929

8 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Many stack-room books used. Put away 2 truckload this A.M.
12:30 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden]
Few in Libr. Worked on index. Mr. Witham brought new Law College Announcements. Put
one on Display case, one in Lib. Desk (lower left drawer) and rest on shelf back of Miss
Heiskell. Mr. Witham will distribute to students. Very few students. McDonald et al in
conference room.
7 - 9:30
E. L. Ogden
Miss Goring to be shown library, took her around, showed her where “Guide to library is
kept. Showed Bar Lib rules + catalog + charging book, Main Lib rules + records. Hicks +
Morgan, not many students - pretty good + quiet.
Wednesday April 3, 1929
8 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Mr Steinmetz held class in Library this A.M.
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12:30 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden]
Did some more straightening of mended sets on KBLA shelves and labeled where needed
Ky– Mass. Hope to evolve a better method that any I have tried yet. Wrote Miss Burgen to
ask if accession nos for Amer. Register + Reporter were on the way and whether Tenn
House + Senate Journals are to come regularly hereafter.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
One reason E. L. O. why C. F. H. hasn’t made any special effort in putting no. labels on
repaired book of K.B.L. Ass’n is that she is hoping to get printed label nos. Am writing
around to that effect at this date. A good crowd in Library this P.M.
Thursday April 4th 1929
8 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Window pole could not be found this A.M. so students had to climb on window sills to lower
windows. Truckman came. Mr. Reichling in Conf.-room.
12:30 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Tried shellac before writing on labels and could do nothing with it so went back to gummed
paper for the few I did. Also mended (or rather reinforced hinges) on a few Mass. vols. Mr.
Hudson to use Bar Lib. Mr. Buhl + one other to use Reporters. Helped Mr. Huddle with ref. to
“Finch” and L.J. citation. Found the 1st by looking up in Chancery reports in reprint by date
(which he had). Then hunted to see why Finch wasn’t in blue bound chart – Found it under
R, “Rep. Temp. Finch.” The L.J. case was found by looking up in Jacob’s digest which gave
another citation located in Reprints. Clock stopped twice three times. Found window stick
hanging from picture molding back of desk.
7 : 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Miss Cramer phoned to say if C. F. H. could do without her she would not come as she
wanted to do something else.
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Friday April 5th, 1929
8 - 12:30
[C. F. Heiskell]
Every table filled both last evening and this A.M. Many books used fortunately the K.B.L.
Ass’n vol are fixed. When they were as first with all this handling they would have been in
worse shape than ever. Put up only 25 volumes this A.M. Cleaned desk but could not get ink
spots off with soap and warm water, don’t see how so many spots get dropped on it. Also
cleaned shelf and dressing room accessories. There are two things I want next year. Will find
as an addition to Law Library a new clock that will keep time and an efficient new janitor.
Helped find many citations in addition to book finding. Mr Reichling in Conf.-room 9:30.
12:30 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
As it was “camicus” day and a parade RR was not as popular as front porch for first part of
P.M. + afterwards all very quiet + studious – so shifted most of afternoon. Sets now arranged
are: Alabama, Fla. to Mich., Nebraska to Federal Reporter inclusive. Perhaps others C. F. H.
has done but ELO doesn’t know about. Phoned Main Lib about clock – was told to phone
Hope to come for it. Told them either before 5:30 today or 8 - 12:30 tomorrow. They said
tomorrow. Echo C. F. H’s wish, but it is hardly a hope.
7 : 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Thought possibly there being a ball on for the evening there might not be so many using
Library but on opening hour there was quite a crowd of students who stayed thru the
evening hours studying quietly. Getting near the close of school with exam. staring them in
face.
Saturday April 6th 1929
8 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Man from Hope’s for clock this A.M. A good crowd of studious workers in Library. Needed
some Law College paper and envelopes so went down and for a supply from Mr. Witham
and wrote again for some Law Review v. 13, no 4 – making the third time its been written
for.
Monday, April 8. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Glad to be back again, and cordially welcomed. Helped Mr. Jourolman look up material on
Workman’s compensation act. Mr. Warner, it is reported, has had his tonsils out. Truckman
came with a few advance sheets.
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1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
A good number of students using Library this afternoon.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday April 9, 1929

8 - 12, 2 - 5

C. F. Heiskell

10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Univ. student wanted to take out text book on patent law “right now,” but couldn’t take time
to use it in library.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Cards + a little mending. Yesterday Miss Baker said this Thurs. would be Law – not
Farm.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Wednesday April 10, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9:30
Pasted and made some number labels for books in K.B.L. Ass’n – cut strips and patterns of
two (2) sizes of labels which are inside the top of K. B. L. desk if wanted so far think paste
will do as well as glue for putting them on volumes, however will get some of the former. C.
F. H. schaleaced(?) [likely “shellacked”] the Mass. vol. that E. L. O. had pasted on last evening
and found it did as well as glued label. Mended one or two vols of Oleis that were breaking at
backs.
9-1
H. H. Turner
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Marked (or rather changed nos) on Amer. + Engl. RR cases – 134 v. – all shelved on top of
alcove stacks. Think that’s the last bit of the recataloging work begun Jan. 1927. The last
cards came Tuesday. Two workmen looking at switches + counting lights – they did not say
what for.
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Thursday, April 11. 1929
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Mr. Blackstock 8.30 - 9.45
1:30 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Worked on books all afternoon. Some day trust the K.B.L. Ass’n books will get in to good
shape.
11 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Shifted. Bar books are now in order from Ala. through Federal, + all spaced for drying except
2nd-Mich. Side shelves + top of stacks still to be done.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Friday, April 12. 1929.

8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Read Style Manuel, left by E. L. O. Resumed work on Lives of Lord Chancellors, looked over
K.B.L.A. books to see what had been done with items, cleaned off top of desk.
9 -1
C. F. Heiskell
Took care of some K.B.L. matters, besides looking after students and Reading-room. Mr
Warner not having his class filled the room with students.
1 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden]
Labeled some Ala. found out several ways not to do it.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, April 13. 1929

8 - 10

H. H. Turner

9 - 12:30

C. F. Heiskell
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Monday, April 15. 1929
8-1
H. H.Turner
Went to Staff meeting at Miss Bergen’s Saturday night and as much time was given to
reports, perhaps H. H. T. should make some record for benefit of E. L. O. and C. F. H. Miss
Moreland described new library at Lenoir City which she and Miss Harris were sponsoring.
Also meeting at Dandridge in connection with county libraries; Miss Baker told of her recent
visit to the new library at Chapel Hill, Univ. of N.C., with the 2 architects who are to design
the new U. of T. Library; also their visit to Duke Univ. Durham, where the very costly library
is just begun.
She also discussed the question of: who shall go to the T.L.A. in Murfreesboro and, who shall
go to A.L.A. Washington? Miss Moreland offers four seats in her car for the former, and Miss
Baker may have room for one or two, tho’ 3 Lawson McGhee ladies are counting on her for
transportation!
Read Michigan Law rev. April very interesting article entitled “The fifteenth century, the
dark age in legal history,” Gregor L. Francis.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
H. H. T. – your report of Staff meeting seemed most interesting. C. F. H. wishes they would
have them at some central point and not stress social side when it’s a business staff meeting.
Library full of workers – Poor Mr. Warner he seems to be having a bad time of it.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Notwithstanding the rain and storm there were a number studying in Library this evening.
Tuesday April 16th 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Having dropped back to winter C. F. H. (according to Miss Baker’s instructions) prevailed
upon the janitor to fire up the furnace. Hunted up an English citation by first looking it up in
Fishers Dig. then found it was an Exchequer citation and found it in Exq. Eng. Repts. Marked
books most of morning when not helping students.
10 -1
H. H. Turner
Truck man came. Took care of advance sheets.
2-5
Worked with book numbering.

C. F. Heiskell
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Shifted. Finished north west room – did not look at Tenn. things after Appeals reports nor
compare text books with Bar Lib lists. Think they can be found however. In N.E. room did
not finish texts on east wall nor shelves on side wall nor stored volumes on top of stacks
which were alphabetically arranged by authors. Think these can be left till later. Miss Baker
phoned – CFH reported – about book statistics + incidentally asked about results of treating
Bar Libr. books. Mr. Witham asked suggestions about book purchases for the coming year –
said he thought best not to specialize this year but fill gaps instead + to make the list up to
$500.00. Asked if he could do anything about getting radiators attended to, he said he
doubted it but better ask Miss Baker. Asked if he had aver got moot court attended to – he
said about half done, waiting for money to complete. Law College had no money for it + had
to beg what they did get. E. L. O. echoes C. F. H’s wish about staff meetings – know that one
or two others agree with us. Miss Baker asked Sat. if I could take Eng. Lib Thurs. P.M., so
went over Tues Mon A.M. for instructions.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Wednesday April 17th 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Johnson and Vaughn in Conference-room – 9 – . Truckman came. Mended one of the
English (Reprints) Reports that had been handled roughly by some students using it at table.
Did a few no. of Vol. not much chance when at desk in morning of doing this work – two [sic]
many things came up for looking after.
9-1
Made nos. for K.B.L. reports.

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden]
Looked over Law Reviews to date and made notes for purchase list. Corrected old (last
years’) purchase list for vols. rec’d and Tenn. material recently issued and gave it to Mr.
Witham along with Law Lib. Jour. containing Miss Moylan’s article on books for a small law
library and slips made from Law Reviews – told him I would do further work on it Friday.
Lib. Bur. men came to tighten tables – said they would report chairs. If any one comes to see
to these, they are the ones tagged – 11 in all, around desk and at table nearest to desk.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A nice crowd this evening, but no heat on and all complained of cold. One student went
down to see Mr. Baker but found him gone.
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Thursday April 18th 1929
8 - 11No heat in Library at 8 A.M.

C. F. Heiskell

9-1
Worked on numbers for K.B.L.A.

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Warner still on the sick list, hence many of his classes using Library during the recitation
period.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
A very large number studied all the eve. At times almost every chair occupied, and
quantities of books used from both libraries.
Friday, April 19.1929
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Worked on Lives of Lord Chancellors. Had large numbers of freshmen in opening hour.
Library warm for a wonder!
9 - 1:30
C. F. Heiskell
Looked after desk and finished numbering Mass. Repts. Will begin on the Michigan next.
Truckman came.
1: - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Found Amer. Law School Rev. Addressed to self – so interesting read it nearly through
before attending to additions to book purchase list. Sorted out advts. of recent books + gave
to Mr.Witham, filed all lists so far rec’d + took out some of the thicker catalogs to keep in
boxes on bottom shelf of sec. 5 Think there is no more to be done to list for Mr. Witham until
faculty is ready to have prices looked up for those selected. Did not find 206 Mass – may be
charged but if so, overlooked it.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
206 Mass has not been charged in register and C. F. H. knows nothing of its being out.
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Saturday, April 20. 1929
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Worked on Lives of Lord Chancellors. Spent some time cleaning top of desk. Marvelous how
quickly ink spots come! It was cleaned up only a few days ago.
9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Located v. 206 Mass – had been put in wrong place in Stack. On reading shelves in Stack
room found all volumes belonging to K.B.L. Ass’n accounted for – hence up to date their
books are in place. Yes, E. L. O. – the Amer. Law School Rev. is quite interesting. Also the last
no. of Am. Judicature Society Journal that came to K.B.L. Ass’n and C. F. H. put in university
periodical files. Also the Handbook of Ass’n of Am. Law Schools.
Monday, April 22. 1929
8-1
H.H. Turner
Large number, mostly very studious. Read Handbook Ass’n Am law schools; Jour. Amer. Jud.
Soc. VII, 6; Am. law sc. rev. VI, 8. Especially interested in “Confessions of a law teacher” by
Pres. Scot. Mr. Ladd in Conference room 12.30 – .
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
After writing three (3) different times for no. 4, v. 13 of Iowa Law Rev. finely [sic] had a
letter from Law School secretary saying they were sending it – nothing like being persistent?
Also received the missing number of Georgetown Law Journal.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A nice crowd of students and one instructor using Library this P.M.
Tuesday, April 23rd, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Morrell and Kennerly in Conference room 8:30 – . Truckman came. Much using of St.
Reports.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
worked on Lives of Lord Chancellors
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Worked on vol nos for Bar Lib. books – Works fine to have labels all ready to use.
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7 - 9:30

H. H. Turner

2 - 5 P.M.
C. F. Heiskell
Neglected to register my hours on duty at proper time. Labeled numbers on books and
attended to some odds and ends.
Wednesday April 24, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Had first year men all in Library this A.M. – Mr. Steinmetz not being here. Labeled Md.
9-1

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Mr. Blackard, former student, now practising in Jacksonville Fla to visit – admired library.
Talked to Mr. Witham about Assn’ Law Libraries – When he looked at program her said right
away that Mr. Steinmetz would be interested. Afterward it occurred to me that Mr. S. might
go to represent both Univ. + Bar sides of Lib. Went back to Mr. W. who finally said he would
talk to Dean McD. + see whether Law College could do anything about sending anybody.
Included members of library staff in his discussion. By that time ELO’s program was mislaid
so gave Mr. Witham HHT’s program to show Dean McD. Hope she does not mind. Phoned
Miss Baker this A.M. about tomorrow. She says “Farm.” Put on some more vol. nos. + used up
all C.F. H’s varnish.
7 - 9:30
A large crowd this evening.

C. F. Heiskell

Thursday April 25, 1929
8 - 11

C. F. Heiskell

9-1

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
A roomful of Library users.

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Mr. Burton, freshman of last year, (now in another dept. - Educational?) visited library.
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Friday, April 26. 1929
8 - 11

H. H. Turner

9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Miss Maker called up to get the circulation of U.T. Library from April 1, 1928 - Mar. 30, 1929.
C. F. H. gave her the last as left by E. L. O. and added the two days of Mar. 29 - 30 as she
stated in note of Mar. 29. Started to fix nos. for Pa. St. Rp.’s as they seem to need more nos.
than any others since the Mass were fixed. Have a can of varnish this time.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Mr. Witham returned program of Law Lib. meeting – said he certainly would be glad if some
one could go. Dean McD. said nothing could be done by Law College to help pay expenses +
he did not think K. Bar Lib. Ass’n. had any money. E. L. O. thinks Mr. Steinmetz might be
interested in seeing the program. Mr. Blackard in again. Asked if there was a chance to buy a
2d hand Caruthers, ELO suggested a notice on Mr. Witham’s board. Mr. B. said he would not
do anything about it now. He may return to Tenn. to practice. Did a few more vol nos.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, April 27. 1929

8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Read shelves. Made nos. for K.B.L.A. state repts.
Monday, April 29. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Made more nos. for K.B.L.A. repts. Large no. used library and took down many state reports.
Mr. Reichling used Conf. room 11 – .
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Baughman and Ladd Conference room 1:15 – . A roomful of students getting near
Exams and hence much more studying necessary. Mr. Witham brought up schedule for
Exams and C. F. H. put it on bulletin board.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
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Tuesday April 30, 1929
8 - 12, 2 - 5
C. F. Heiskell
Library desk at opening hour looked like the “box-office-door” the way the students were
crowded in line to get Exam reserves. C. F. H. arranged these in the order they came as to
dates. Truckman came.
10 - 1

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Rec’d personal cop. of Standard Legal Directory – Sent to Main Lib for cataloging. Mr.
Witham + all other faculty considering books to be brought next year. Got April book
statistics ready for Miss Baker.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs Ladd + Baughman 7.30 – .
Wednesday May 1, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr Steinmetz held class in Library. Messrs McKeen and Rodgers in Conference room 9 - 10.
A very busy morning looking after reading room, reserving books and helping students.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Had the honor of helping Judge Hicks look up authorities on carriers. Worked on Lives of
Lord Chancellors.
1 - 5:30
Worked on vol. numbers.

E. L. Ogden

7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Thursday, May 2. 1929

8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Worked on nos. for K.B.L.A. vols. Conference room used by Messrs Warren Kennerly +
Newton 9 - 10. Mr. Elmore 10.40.
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11 - 530
E. L. Ogden.
Conference: Suggest rule next year restricting reserving of books to prevent same person
taking same book too often to give others a chance. Ballantine Problems brought it up. We
think it too late to make rule now. Experience of staff has been that whole conference room
is in demand, it does not seem to be because of lights that were put there because of
complaints in R.R. Messrs Beasley + Haas use RR and so does Mr. Seal when he comes which
isn’t often. Rec’d from author Cork on Amer. Institutions – Mr. Witham dictated letter of
thanks + will send it up for ELO’s signature when written. Copied exam schedule on card to
keep at desk with reserves. Missed Woodward’s Quasi-contracts cop. 2. Perhaps Mr. Wicker
has it. Have let Mr. Morgan reserve it for May 21. Put on a few more vol. nos. Elmore in
Conference rm 2 - 5.
9 - 12, 1:30 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
7 - 9.30
Worked on rept. nos.

H. H. Turner

Friday, April [sic] 3. 1929
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Looked over “American institutions and their preservation,” William W. Cork just presented
to law libr. but uncataloged yet. Very interesting! Splendid chapter on “lawyers” which
students ought to read. Really an unusual book.
9-1

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
More vol nos. Discovered (what rest of staff may have known) that citations to Cox CC
(meaning Cox Criminal Cases) and to crown cases reserved may be found by looking in
King’s bench reports for the corresponding year. Do not know whether all criminal or crown
cases are in King’s bench or not.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Yes, E. L. O., I’ve found a few crown cases of Criminal nature in Kings bench when have
looked for some that could not be located even by correspondent year date – to wit – the
one Dr. Hodges was interested in.
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Saturday, May 4. 1929
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
“more vol. nos”
Mr. Hurd + Haas used Conference room 9.30 – . Truckman came.
9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
A great rush for books for over weekend.
Monday, May 6. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Finished nos. left by E. L. O. Read “Lord Chancellors,” received the large collection of law
books loaned out by C. F. H. on Saturday. Mr. N. B. Morrell worked all a.m. He doesn’t like the
way the K.B.L. vols. are arranged. Thinks it very blind. This refers to treatises + nos. on top
of stacks, not to State repts. Practically all freshman using library at one time. During
thunder storm they exhibited splendid power of concentration, scarcely raising eyes when
elec. lights went out and building for a moment only seemed struck! Mr. Corrie Smith
alumnus dropped in, “to see Miss Helen” he said. Showed him conference room, with regret
that such facilities had not been provided in his time. He said he knew he had given a great
deal of trouble but had mended his ways. Messrs Baughman + Ladd in Conference room
12.30 – .
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
H.H. T. should have told the gentleman who was displeased with Stack room arrangement
that books had not been properly placed, and would not be, until they had dried out – this by
orders of the K.B.L. Directors. Mr. Witham brought up the lovely ruler that is found on desk
“as a present to the Librarians” he said. An unusually large crowd using Library and many
books to put away. The weather being so stormy guess students thought it a good time to do
some reviewing for the near Exams. Worked on Pa. St. Repts. – some job as they nearly all
have to be reinforced between back and leaves.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
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Tuesday May 7, 1929
8 - 12, 2 - 5
C. F. Heiskell
A big crowd of Library users every table having four or five students. President Morgan
phoned asking for an enactment of State Legislature in regard to appropriation in 1903 +
1905 for purchase of land for Agricultural farm and Esterbrook Hall. After much looking E.
L. O. and C. F. H. finely [sic] ran it down.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Mr. Douglass 11.15 - 12.15.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Took Birkenhead’s famous trials home. Helped look up U.T. historical information wanted
by President’s Office. A few book labels.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Wednesday May 8, 1929

8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Mr. Steinmetz held class. C. F. H. in recording Pres. Morgan’s asking for act relating to
appropriation for two U.T. departments on May 7th should have recorded that these to [sic]
appropriations were not noted under any special act for U.T. – but was recorded under
miscellaneous expences [sic] of State. Tables filled with books – if using books is any index
for Exams – students should be “book perfect” (?)
9-1

H. H. Turner

1 - 4:30
More volume numbers.

E L Ogden

7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
A good crowd but thinned out by 9 P.M.
Thursday May 9, 1929
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
Every table filled and many demands for books. Mr Elmore in Conference room. Worked on
K.B.L. bills.
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9-1
[H. H. Turner]
Made numbers for K.B.L.A. state repts.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Made out cheques and files for K.B.L. business. Many students in Library
7 - 9:30

H. H. Turner
Friday, May 10.1929

8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Clock came home beautifully refurbished + rejuvenated.
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Such a comfort to have clock back. I move that all[?] of Library staff keep it wound as Janitor
was so neglectful of it before! Numbered volumes and arranged Pa. St. Repts. correctly on
shelves. Truck man came.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Miss Baker came – said she would phone Lib Bur. man about chairs – said if bill for clock
came here to send it to Main Lib. Looked at bar books for results of mending + oiling work –
thinks she will have Univ. books rebound rather than treated, whenever it is necessary to do
something to them. Mr. Baker brought nice supply of clean rags. Looks like its pretty nearly
good-bye Law for me next week! Fare-ye-well!
7 - 5:30 [sic]
C. F. Heiskell
Same schedule in Libr. for next week –
Saturday, May 11. 1929
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Read shelves. Took charge of advance sheets.
9 - 12:30
Many reserves for weekend.

C. F. Heiskell
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Monday May 13. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Mr. Morgan used Conf. Room – 10 - 11,
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Baughman and Ladd Conf-room 1 – . Many using Library.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Tuesday, May 14. 1929

8-1
H. H. Turner
Schedule this week is changed on acct of other members of staff attending A.L.A. Mr. Vesser
used Conference room 8 -9. Also Mr. Baughman later. Mr. Douglass also 11 - 12. Mr. Ladd,
12.30 – .
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Many students and many books used
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Mr. Miller 7.50 - 9.30. Large crowds.
Wednesday, May 15. 1929
8-1

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
May 16, 1929. Thursday.

8-1
H. H. Turner
Mr. Miller used Conference room 9 - 12.30. Mr. Neal Spahr did some work in law library.
Read Lives of Lord Chancellors, Minn. law rev. v. 13, no. 6, Philippine law journal v. 8, no. 9.
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1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Men came and worked on windows, they had gotten so you could not get them either up or
down.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs Miller + Douglass all evening.
Friday, May 17. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Mr. Witham brought up lists of future purchases to find out prices + names of publishers.
Quite a search. Messrs Douglass + Miller used Conf. room 8.30 - 12.40, latter concluding 3
hours.
1 - 5:30
Mr. Mitchell in Conf. room 1 P.M.

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
Saturday, May 18, 1929

8 - 10

H. H. Turner

9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Douglass and Miller in Conf-room 10 – When C. F. H. read shelves found 19 R.C.L.
missing.
Monday, May 20. 1929
8-1
H. H. Turner
Crowds returning books an doing last work for exam. Messrs Haas, Irwin +c used conference
room 8 - 11; Mr. Ambrose 12 –
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Only 4 second year students using Library this afternoon
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
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Tuesday May 21, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Miller and Vesser Conf. room 8 – Truckman came.
10 - 1.
H. H. Turner
Took care of advance sheets. Worked on Lives of Lord Chancellors.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Kind of nice to be back. More book labels. Hunted high + low for some ship cases (internat’l
law) + found them at last in Moore’s Internat’l Law Digest. It turned out they were
arbitrated cases so not in any court reports.
7 - 9.30
[H. H. Turner]
Worked on nos. for K.B.L. state repts. Messrs Erwin, Waller used Conf. room 7.30 – .
2-5
Worked on book lables. [sic]

C. F. Heiskell

Wednesday, May 22, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Huddle, Kennerly and Miss Turner in Conf. Room 8:30 – Made labels and marked
some more of Stack-room books – it certainly gets your eyes after you work on making the
marked labels for a while.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Worked on labels. Read Lives of Lord Chancellors.
1 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden]
Got Mr. Witham to post notice about 19 RCL. Conference room continued in use all
afternoon. Began to put away slips and other material used in books purchase list which Mr.
Witham brought up yesterday. Found a number of mistakes + omissions had been made in
copying so took the whole afternoon to go over it + to find additional information for some
Mr. Warner wanted to add. Did not quite finish at that. Did nothing to volume numbers.
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell
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Thursday, May 22. 1929
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Conference room used by Messrs Kennerly, Hancock, and many other freshmen coming and
going all forenoon. Worked on Lives of Lord Chancellors + read Yale law journal. Attended
Conference.
9 - 12

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
[E. L. Ogden]
C. F. H. not at conference, last conference of 1928/29 – making up for last week’s overtime,
so H. H. T. + E. L.O. reviewed year’s work + recalled what we could of thing to be considered
before opening next year. If any new regulations are necessary wioll be better to have them
decided before opening: (1) Should use of conference room be regulated? Used so much by
the same efw and so long at a time. (2) To check practice of students leaving books on tables
while absent an hour at a time. (3) To prevent one person reserving same book several
successive evenings. Discussed possibility of cooperating with Main Lib. Ref. Lib’n. in
looking up refs. on wanted subjects. HHT thinks she can do this in connection with her work
in Main Lib. HHT will read shelves Friday instead of Sat. Wrote a note to Miss Baker
regarding Sat. hours, chairs + radiators, + register of box numbers. ELO will read part of
shelves daily. Read sec. 2 - 5.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
Friday May 24. 1929

8 - 11

H. H. Turner

9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Messrs Johnson and Vaughn Conf. room 12:30 – Much answering of phones this A.M.
1 - 5:30
E L Ogden
C. F. H. on going out found 19 RCL missing since Sat. – Looks as if a senior took it for
Mortgages (Mon.) + Municipal Corp. (this P.M.) Glad to get it back but sorry it ever went. Mr.
Witham was not here so he will have to be informed tomorrow to take notice from his
bulletin board. Read sec. 5. More vol. nos. Conference room in use practically all P.M. by
Vaughn + others.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
So glad to’ve had the pleasure of returning R.C.L. to its place of keeping. Only one student
using Library after 8 P.M.
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Saturday, May 25. 1929
8 - 10
Read all shelves

H. H. Turner

9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Dean McDermott sent note by messenger to let Gen. Taylor, (District Judge) borrow 112
Southern Reporter – see note filed.
Monday May 27. 1929.
8-1
H. H. Turner
Made nos. for K.B.L.A. repts. Conference room used steadily by freshmen, Vaughn, Vesser,
Hancock, Miller, +c. Truckman came.
1 - 5:30
7 - 9:30

C. F. Heiskell

Tuesday May 28, 1929
8 - 12
[C. F. Heiskell]
1:30 - 5 P.M.
Book being filled up put Tuesdays happening here. Messr Crosby, Huddle and Miller in
Conf.-room 10:30
10 - 1
[H. H. Turner]
Worked on Lives of Lord Chancellors. Conference room used 12 –. Miss Turner, Messr R.
Kennerly, Morgan.
1 - 5:30
E L Ogden.
CW Armstrong in conference room. Very few students. Talked to Mr. Witham about book
purchase list. On Monday Miss Baker said about chairs (see entry May 22) that Univ would
attend to then “if anybody” so took off all tags + wrote on bottom “Loose rounds, May 1929.”
11 of them. She prefers register of box numbers kept up; said begin summer schedule on
Sat. Today also phone to ask if we could make use of a four drawer vertical file to use for
cupboard previously asked for. ELO said could use one to advantage. Miss B. said she was
thinking of getting use one. Cleaned ink station – leaving it empty for summer + cleaned out
old material from book notices. Counted ink money.
7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
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Wednesday, May 29, 1929
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Many second year students using Library. Conference room used all morning by freshmen.
9-1
Worked on Lord Chancellors.

H. H. Turner

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Labeled some more volumes. Have done from Ala. Through Va., skipping the states C. F. H.
did thoroughly (Mass. Mich. N.Y. Penna maybe others) and Tenn. Did only the most needed
nos in each state but no mending. All will need going over again for inspection of hinges +
nos. that have been shipped. Hoped to get through Federal but fell far short. Counted fine
money.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
No students at opening hour. Finished labeling all New York Repts. as students are not using
books much now (studying their notes for Examinations). Will not label or number any
more until their vacation. Only 3 students in Library –
Thursday May 29, 1929
8 - 11
C. F. Heiskell
Miss Baker came down and talked over summer Library plans – both in and out of Library.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Miss Baker talked about H. H. T.’s share of early fall schedule in connection with C. F. H.’s
vacation.
1 - 5:30
Truckman came.

C. F. Heiskell

7 - 9.30

H. H. Turner
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Monday Friday, May 31. 1929
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Last day. Read shelves of Main Reading room, and library office, leaving K.B.L.A. for C. F. H.
and E. L. O. Mr. Witham stated that he had no time for reading Public Utilities News Letters.
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Changed H. H. T. date from Monday to Friday. Called up Director of K.B.L. Ass’n saying
beginning tomorrow June 1st Summer hrs. would be kept at Library.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Took care of miscellaneous left over pamphlets. Found book list needed careful comparing
and final corrections of all copies. Mr. Witham left it with me to mail. (Will take it to Miss
Baker to morrow) Mr. Baker brought in money for waste paper. 35¢ Bar Lib. + 52¢ Univ.
Asked if he hadn’t got the sums mixed – said no – sure! Mr. Blackard to look at Lib. + ask
many questions. Looked through Tenn. Bar Ass’n Rpt. only hastily. Ink money $2.88
collected but took $1.00 to Main Lib., reserving rest for purchase of Record book. Will be
back maybe Tues. or after commencements – cards + lots to finish.
Memorandum
June 3rd Vol. A. 1929 Pub. Utilities, sent to Main Library for accessioning.
“
6
Truckman came
“
13
“
”
“
accessioned books
“
18
“
”
“
”
“
”
26
“
”
“
”
“
”
28
Wrote for title pages and index for v. 12, Iowa Law Review, also for No. 9,
(June 1928)
of Indiana Law Journal
Accessions
Checks mean that catalog cards have been received or corrected for item checked
Date
1928
Sep. 20

Title

Acc. no.

Books
added

116 So. Ap 28 - Je 16, 28

82834

1√

25 Fed. 2d ser. My - Je 1928

82848

1√

76 Univ Penna Law Rev. 1927-28

82882

1√

Books
withdrawn

Pam
added
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1 - 32 Mo. Univ. Bul. Law ser.

82869-72

4√

31 - 32 Dickinson Law Rev. 1926-28

82878,
82874

2√

1 - 2 Ala. Law Jour., 1925-27

82511

1√

6 - 7 Boston Univ. Law Rev. 1926

82873

1√

1 Univ. Cincinnati Law Rev. 1927

82740

1√

21 - 22 Ill. Law Rev. 1926/27 27/28

82867-68

2√

Heiskell, C. List of Acts ...relating to
U. of T.

1

3d Decennial v. 10

82963

1√

156 Tenn.

82964

1√

6 SW. Je 20 - Jl 11

83033

1√

219 NW My 11 - Jl 20

82988

1√

267 Pac. Je 11 - Jl 16

82966

1√

161 NE My 22 - Jl 10

83032

1√

55 ALR 1928

83025

1√

Public utility Rpts 1927

82968

1√

Public utility Rpts 1928 A, B

82967,
83027

1√

3 Current dig. 1928 (temporary)

not acc.

1√

Summary for September
Books in Law Lib. Sep. 1 1928
5951
“
added in September
16
withdrawn
0
Total in library Oct 1
5967
Oct. 4
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McClung . Representative Mass wills acc’d.
“
”
Oct.
24

Oct. 30

“

trusts

acc’d.

Shepard’s U.S. citations (paper) Oct
1928

3√
6√
1√

Sub. Index, Chicago Law Jnl. (1902)
(1927)

81846

1√

Bar Ass’n Pro. of Tenn. 28-29 ser
1909-10

82850

1√

Missouri Bar Ass’n 1927

82990

1√

Carnegie Foundation, Teaching Bul.
21, 1928

83026

1√

143 SouthEastern Rept.

83334

1√

7 SouthWestern Rept. (2nd Ser)

83498

1√

26 Fed. Rept. (2nd Ser)

83541

1√

11 - 12 3d Dec. Digest

83634-35

2√

268 Pac.

83606

1√

6 Amer Law Inst Proc

83636

1√

45 Corpus Juris

83608

1√

30 U.T. Record 1927

83861

1√

64 Ct. of Claims 1927-28

83806

1√

Summary for October
1928
Books in law library Sep. 1
5967
“
added in Oct.
28
“
withdrawn
0
Total in Library Nov. 1
5995
Nov. 3

6
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117 Southern Rp.

83807

1√

Law Rps, Prob. Division 1911

83840

1√

Law Rps, Prob Division 1920

83849

1√

Dec. 14

Interstate com com’n Am Rpts
1888-90, 1894-1903 (Tr. From K.
Bar Libr. Ass’n)

Dec 17

v. 27 Fed (2d)

84312

1√

1928 Sup. Fletcher’s Cycl. Corp.

76818

1√

13 v. √

21
Pam. suppl. Uniform state laws.

11

Shepard’s Tenn. Citations Dec. 1928

1√

1927 Sup. Fletcher’s Cycl.
corporations

1√

Summary for Dec.
Books in law library Dec. 1 1928:
bound
6151 unbound, accessioned,
incomplete
19

(These were already added in Nov.)

6170
23

added in Dec.
withdrawn

2
net
21
Total in Library Jan. 1 1929
6191

21

(Correction subtract

19)
6172
Jan. 8
1929

15, 16 3d Dec. Digest

84579-80

2√

162 N.E. Jy 17 - O 23, 1928

84485

1√
109

46 C.J.

84486

1√

144 SE. Ag 25 - N. 10

84483

1√

Ballantine Problems in law
(replacing old cop.)
Jan. 15

Shepard’s U.S. Citations Jan. 1929
84290

1√

Shepard’s N.E. Rep’er Citation

84327

1√

84328

1√

v. 270 Pacific

84615

1√

Publick Utilities Reports v. D. 1928

84638

1√

Real Property (Williams) 6 Ed. 1886

84429

1 not new

30th Pro. N. Carolina Bar Ass’n

84860

1√

World Almanac 1929 Ed.

84866

1√

v. 173 English Rpt. Nisi Prius, Book
4

84685

1√

v. 57 Am. Law Repts.

84858

1√

v. 9 (2 Sr) Southwestern

84868

1√

Amer. law Inst. Proc. v. 4 pt. 2

85010 not

1√

85192

1√

“

Jan. 25

1√

Bowers Civil Process and its Service

“

Jan. 21

1√

”
”

acc’d before
- but not
[nec?]!

Summary for Jan. 1929
In Law Lib Dec. 1, 1928
6172
added in Jan.
17
withdrawn
0
[total Feb. 1, 1929]
6189
Feb. 5

v. 17

3rd Dec. Dig.
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v. 18

“

85193

1√

v. 276 U.S. Repts

85144

1√

Missouri Bar Ass’n 1928

85138

1√

U.S. Code An. Title 49 Sec. 1 - 15

85091

1√

85092

1√

85093

1√

“

“

”
16 - end

“

“
”
Tables to Dc. 3rd 1928

“

“

Feb. 6

”

”

”

U.S. Industrial Comm. Rpt v. 5
(Labor laws)

1√
transferred to
Main

Iowa Law Rev. Index

82311

1√

Law Rep. King’s Bench 1928 v. 1

85288

1√

“
1928

”

Probate Div.,

85289

1√

“
1928

”

Appeal Cases,

85290

1√

Chancery

85292

1√

53 Amer Bar Ass’n 1928

85321

1√

221 NW. Sep. 28 - Dec. 21 1928

85339

1√

Law Rpts King’s Bench 1928 v. 2

85378

1√

C.J. + Cyc. Annotations 1929

not acc’d

not
counted

34 pt. 2 U.S. Statutes at Large

85460

1√

Tenn. Blue Book (S.W.R.)

85463

1√

v. 28 (2d) Federal Rpts.

85493

1√

7
12

“
”
Division, 1928

Feb. 19

U.S. Code (Pamp. Supp.) Dec. 1928 Jan. 1929

1
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Summary for Feb. 1929
In Law Library Feb. 1, 1929
6189
added in Feb.
18
transferred to Main
Lib.
1
net
17
Total in Library Mar 1, 1929
6206
Mar. 1

Green bog [bag?] v. 1-10,
transferred from Main Lib

10 √

Amer. Bar Ass’n. Canons of ethics
Mar 12

Mar 25

1√

19, 20, 21 3d Decennial

85691-3

3√

163 NE Oct 30 1928 - Ja 1 ‘29

85690

1√

271 Pac. N. 19 - D. 31, ‘28

85697

1√

145 SE N 17 ‘28 - Ja 19, ‘29

85759

1√

118 So S. 15, ‘28 - Ja. 12, 29

85738

1√

Ser 2, 10 SW D 5 ‘28 - Ja 2, 29

85658

1√

v. 11 Southwestern 2nd Ser

85900

1√

v. 143 Atlantic

85901

1√

v. 277 U.S. Repts

85902

1√
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Summary for March
1929
In Law Lib. Mar 1
6206
added in March - new
11
- tr from Main
10
added
21
withdrawn
0
In Law Library Apr. 1
6227
Apr. 1

272 Pac. Ja. 7 - 28, 1929

86057

1√

1928 Martindale’s directory

86107

1√

1928 Handbook Nat’l Conf. Uniform
state laws

86106

1√

23, 29
register

86104-05

2√

Amer. Law

24-25, 27-28
“

“

”

1927 Tenn. Senate Jour
“

”

16, 20

Apr. 4

85897

1√

House Jour. 85898

1√

The Reporter

15, 17, 19

“

4√

86102-03

”

2√
3√

Biographical Directory of the Am.
Congress 1774-1927

85942

1√

v. 3 Current Digest

86173

1√

222 Northwestern Repts

86204

1√

v. 22 3rd Dec. Dig

86210

1√

86211

1√

86628

1√

86629

1√

23

“

Apr. 17 v. 12 Southwestern
v. 58 Am. Law Rpt

”

“
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Fed. Rpts (2d)

86634

1√

Apr. 30 1928 Pub. Utilities Repts.

86667

1√

86765

1√

87069

1√

87070

1√

v. 157 Tennessee

87167

1√

v. 119 Southern Rpt

87168

1√

v. 164 Northwestern

87176

1√

v. 10 Standard Legal Dir. (1929)

87177

1√

87240

1√

273 Pacific Rept’r
Summary for April
In Library April 1
6227
added in Apr
26
withdrawn
0
In Library May 1
6253
May 10 vol. 24, 3rd Dec. Dig.
“

25

“

”

“

May 21 v. 35, U.S. Code anno (Patents)
Pam. Supp. U.S. Code anno for
1928-29
Naval War College, Int’n’ Law
Situation[?] 1927

87250

1

v. 13 Southwestern, 2d Ser.

87304

1√

v. 144 Atlantic

87351

1√

86196

1√

Vols 1 & 2 American Institutions
and Their Preservation, W. W. Cook

87190

2√

v. 274 Pacific

87472

1√

Cat. St. Library 1871

11026

1√

May 30 Statue of Andrew Jackson
Acceptance and Unveiling

June 6

1
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v. 59 Am. L. R. Anno.

87624

1√

v. 146 Southeastern

87626

1√

v. 223 Northwestern

87627

1√

June 13 v. 26, 3rd Dec. Dig.

87673

1√

v. 27 3rd Dec. Dig.

87674

1√

v. 30 Fed Rept. (2d)

87675

1√

v. 120 Southern Rpt.

87726

1√

v. 275 Pacific Rpt.

87793

1√

v. A 1929 Pub. Utilities

87891

1√

25910

1√

v. 14 2nd Ser. Southwestern

86466

1√

v. 224 Northwestern

87845

1√

v. 47 Corpus Juris

87846

1√

June 26 v. 55 Northwestern

Summary for May 1929
In Library May 1
6253
added in May
14
withdrawn in May
0
Total to June 1
6267
Summary for June
1929
In Library June 1
6267
added in June
14
withdrawn in June
0
Total to July 1
6281
Began a new book July 1 —
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Note card from Miss Baker dated Apr 30 1929:
Miss Ogden
In making up your statistics for Jan. you carried over 6170 from Dec. when it should have
been 6172. Then total at end of Jan would be 6189; Feb. 6206; March 6227. I have revised
the slips you gave me. Please correct yours.
Fines
Date

Fines

Due

Paid

Oct. 11

Laura Clark due 9 – ret’d 1:00

Nov. 5

W. T. Miller

25

Nov. 6

C. E. Reischling

25

25

Chas Freas

10

10

5

5

10

10

Mr. Handcock

50

50

Mr Seal

5

5

Chitwood

20

20

5

5

Mr. Eugene Miller

10

10

“

8

“

10 Mr Russell
“

Frazier

40¢
25¢

17
19
24
Dec. 9
“

28 Carter

Jan. 8
“

10

Wilmar Turner

5

5

“

17

Frad Baughman

15

15

“

”

Chas. Morgan

25

“

18

Ladd

5

5

“

21

Hancock

25

25

“

21

Chambers

25

25

23

Chas Morgan

25
116

“

25

Fred Baughman

5

5

“

28

Carson

25

25

“

20

E. H. Marsh

45

31

Ambrose

25

20

31

Chitwood

10

10
4.15

Jan. Feb 1 - Took to Main Lib.

3.65

Feb 1. Balance in Law Lib.

Feb. 1

.50

From Mr. Ambrose due Jan.31

25

25

Mr. Chitwood

1.00

1.00

Mar. 4

Vaughan

.10

.10

March 27

Freas

.35

.35

Mr. Ambrose

30

00

“

2

“
30

Apr. 1
“

Collected Feb. 1 - Mar. 31

2.00

previous balance

.50

Cash on hand Apr. 1

2.50

MacDonald

15

15 Freas

.50

.50

W. I. Willer

.35

.35

F. Baughman

5

5

Eugene Miller

.25

.25

40

40

10

10

22
May 1
13
“
Jun

16 Ed Hunt
17

A. Huddle
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Took to Main Lib. June 1

3.50

Balance in Law Lib June 1
(really .75 but .05 seems not to belong to fines)

.70
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